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Housing, Industry, Jobs In Peril With Sotir:sitAesiri• Petition
Jo's
Notebook
131g Business, and little Management
A good many people in South Fulton,
particularly those who signed a petition
seeking to change the present form of government, should be asking themselves a lot
of very important questions today.
Topmost among the questions involves
money.
And here is the question?
Would you, if you had a business doing
more than a half-million dollars a year, turn
it over, lock stock and barrel to a group of
seven individuals, some of whom will be untrained, perhaps uneducated, and totally unaware of the hundreds, maybe thousands of
laws that determine the sound administration of your tax dollar?

by Jo Wesipheling
The Obion County Eleci ion
Commission has revealed that less
than 200 of the 276 names appearing on a petition to abolish the city
manager form of government in
South Fulton were qualified, registered voters.
According to Jack Burdick,
chairman of the Commission, the
new, lower number meets the requirements set by Tennessee law
to call a special election to present

the matter to the voters.
The election has been set for
April 6, five weeks from the date
the petition was presented by
John Reeks, a former city Commissioner, and Marvin Garmon.
Meanwhile a growing number
of persons .who signed the petition
are claiming that the intent of the
petition wit, vastly misrepresented. They have sought to have their
names removed, but law prohibits
them from doing so.

(The News was advised that
the only alternative to protest the
alleged.' .misrepresentation is to
vote against the change of government at the polls on April 6.)
It is presumed that if voters
approve the change of government
South Fulton will go back to the
"Weak Mayor-Council" form of
government with a Mayor and six
councilmen. 1Weak Mayor-Council
terminology is used in Tennessee
statutes.) •
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Kentucky Windage
(87 P. W.)
Did you ever—
Find yourself driving through a town
on the way home, realize you are hungry,
pass a nice clean restaurant, pull up and
park.
Then enter, order from an appetizing
menu,begin to eat in pleasant silence, enjoying the food while your thoughts are lost on
some subject 500 miles away.
Then idly notice an employee casually
drop a coin in an unnoticed juke box over in
an unnoticed corner, and suddenly be greeted with the clanging, banging and wailing of
some unknown bedlam that completely ruins
your pleasant thoughts and the taste of the
food as well??
It's unnerving, isn't it?
These things don't happen to you around
your home town, because you learn to avoid
the restaurants that specialize in serving unnerving music while you are trying to eat, or
even just drink a cup of coffee. When you're
traveling, you take a chance, one time.
As far as I'm concerned, few things are
more unwelcome than a juke box in a restaurant, and I rarely ever go back to one that
obliges me to sit and listen while I am trying
to eat and enjoy the food I ordered.
Soft, background music is fine. Just try
to locate any on a juke box.
SIGNS OF SPRING: The Dani Cream
sandwich shop on West State Line near Carr
elementary is coming right along with its
restoration, and workmen should havwt the
place ready to open in a couple of months...
Kasnow's is in the process of doing a lot of
remodeling in order to open a new rear entrance on Mears Street and it's going to
really look good . . . Western Auto is doing
a lot ef interior remodeling too, and ought
to be finished about lawnmower-selling
time. Never have heard any more about the
proposed new restaurant on Fourth Street
near A&P; I wonder if the idea has been
abandoned.

Number 10

County Ambulance
Problem Under Study

There are some signers of the petition
who are are now complaining that they were
completely mis-informed about the intent of
thc. petition. This could be true, but it isn't
likely that the majority of the signers were
completely unaware of their intentions.
In this light I think it is regrettable, that
of the people seeking a change interviewed
by the News, not one, NOT ONE, gave a
valid reason for the change,'except that they
didn't like the personalities involved. When
pinned down one fellow, who talked about
"his money being spent, etc, etc." (he pays
$28 in taxes a year) remarked that he wanted the city manager to smile when he talked
to him. And this is the gospel truth.

In closing I would like to quote one very

e

Fourteen Pages
IDc

Th.. New, ha. won •wards to,
excellence every year it' has bee,
•ubmitted in Judging contests.

Don't misunderstand mel The initiative
type of petition, as was circulated in South
Pulton, is a valid prerogative permitted by
Tennessee law. It's the one way people can
speak up and protest the administration of
their government affairs.

s.

The News made a survey of
what could happen if the voters
change the form of government.
Here are some of the findings:
(Continued On Page Two)

ONE OF KENTUCKY9.
VETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Answer the question, thoughtfully,
please!

Banishing the City Manager form of
government, because of dislike of the personetlitiee involved, is like tearing down a
giant building because there was a broken
window on the top floor.

If successful at the polls the
change of government issue will
bring about an almost chaotic
array of legal entanglements that
will plague the municipality for
many years and greatly damage
the image of a growing and progressive community.

The fifteen-member ambulance task force committee,
comprised of citizens from Fulton, Hickman and the countyresolved after a
at-large
discussion
at the
lengthy
courthouse in Hickman Tuesday
night to:
0 Make three feasibility studies
with definite areas to be explored by these governmental units:
1. The City of Hickman will
do a study to determine the
feasibility of a volunteer
ambulance service operation:

tc\liag t‘iliE\EGI/C47.0

2. The City of Fultim will
do a study to determine the
feasibility of county-own-
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FULTON CHaPlER

Joe Treas Named President
Of The Chamber Of Commerce

iliOin4irtd/46916,Profft ROM, High fieliestre Distributive Education ("DE") Class had their picture
printed this week in. trade magazine with a circulation of 8,100 going into all 50 States. See story below.
(_Photo courtesy Gardner's).

ilICAUSt

TICKETS ON SALE
Tickets are now on sale by
aN civic organizations for the
Barbara Mandrell Show on
April 3 at South Fulton High
School's gymnasium.
PINE SEEDLINGS
Free pine seedlings are now
available at the Fulton Public
Library.
ANY OLD GLASSES?
Old eyeglasses are being collected by the Bennett Homemakers Club in a campaign to
help provide better sight for
those who cannot afford the
cost of glasses.

South Fulton DE Class Is
Given Nationwide Publicity
"They are the
best-organized, most dedicated and
most dependable Distributive
Education class that I have
ever been associated with,"
commented Jimmy Wright to a
national audience this week.
Jimmy Wright lives in Martin and is a zone manager for
"Tom's" Foods (peanuts, etc,
etc.) with a distributing branch
in Martin that serves West
Kentucky and Tennessee.

EDA Check.For $240,000 Is
Presented To Water District
A long-awaited
and most
welcomed check for $240,000
was presented here Wednesday
afternoon to officials of the
Southwest Kentucky Water District by EDA.
The check is the first payment of an EDA grant for
$455,000 which
will be provided to help finance the $655,000 rural water district comprising parts of Fulton and
Hickman counties. The balance
is to be covered in an EDA loan
for $170,000 which
will be
paid to local delegates of the
water district in Huntington,
West Virginia on April 1st.
The district, which fans out
to the north and northwest of

,Fulton, will serve customers in
Cayce, Crutchfield and intervening areas that extend nearly
to Water Valley. It is beginning
operations with around 325 customers, pipe laying is nearly
complete, and "in another six
weeks all remaining customers
will be hooked up," a spokesman told The News Wednesday. Two storage tanks, one
at the "Y" and one at Cayce,
remain to be completed.
Formation of the district was
begun in a meeting in Hickman
in 1962. Since inception, the
following officers have served:
Jack Austin, President; Dewey
Johnson, Treasurer; and J. C.
Bondurant, attorney.

A CHICK FOR $240,090 (yes, that's two hundred and forty
thousand dollars) was delivered Isere Wednesday to officers of
the Southwest Kentucky Waiter district as the first payment of a
$455,000 Ella grant. (Above, from left): J. C. Bondurant, Hickman, attorney for the district; Jack Austin, Cayce, President;
Bill Glasscock, from the Hopkinsville EDA office; Dewey John,
son, Fulton, district treasurer, and Leon Smith, representing the
Mayfield office of the Purchase Area Development district.

The national audience consisted of the readers of the
company's monthly magazine,
"The Toaster," which has a
circulation of some 8,800 in
all fifty states. The salute to
the class occupied a 2-page
spread in the magazine complete with the above picture.
Jimmy is a great admirer of
the South Fulton DE class for
two reasons. For one, the class
raises money -each year by selling those whopper Christmas
peppermint sticks, and they
really go out and hustle. This
past year, for instance the 40
members of the class sold 1,298 of the sticks for a new
record.
But Jimmy's admiration goes
beyond their sales ability, and
he took most of the space in
his writeup accompanying the
above picture to pass out bouquets to the class, to their
instructor, Wyatt Cunningham,
to the DE program itself.
Commented Jimmy:
"They are the best organized, most dedicated and most
dependable Distributive Education Class that I have ever been
associated with. It has been
my pleasure on a number of
occasions to attend theisebusMess programs and they are
always conducted in a strict
businesslike
manner. Each
member of the class has a Job.
They work in banks, supermarkets, service stations, drug
stores and dry good stores
throughout the twin cities of
Fulton, Kentucky and South
Fulton, Tennessee.
"Mr Cunningham
is to be
commended for the outstandwith
ing work he is doing
this class. I'm sure that every
student who is blessed with
the opportunity of being in
his class for two years will
realize their indebtedness to
him for his great leadership."
The "Marketing II" division
of the class, and their afterschool employers, include Rita
Brockwell, Country HOY; Tommy Bynum,Texaco; Dessle Oattin and Carla Greer, Ben Franklin; Mike Halley,National Store;
Diane Horton and Donna Rushing, Fulton News and Shopper;
Grade Howard, Midtown Barbq;
Stan Hurt and Gale Mendenhall,
Liberty; Judy Powell, Clothesline; Brenda °Tear, E. W.
James; Bill Reese, Leader
Kathy Rhodes, City
Store;
National Bank; Beatrice Sisshin, Traveler's Inn Restaurant; Picky Smith, Taylor Chev(Cont. on pegs 6)

ed, and county-operated
service;
3. The County fiscal Court
will do a feasibility study
to determine the subsidy
arrangement with a private
contractor.
The group will meet again
on March 23 to hear Pruitt
Jones of Martin and a representative of the Obion County
Court discuss the ambulance
service recently undertaken by
these counties.
Meanwhile
Judge James
Menees, who called the meeting, is asking all organizations
and interested citizens to attend
a public meeting scheduled for
next week.

Churches To
Study Plans
For Uniting
Four local congregations, the
First Christian Church, Trinity
Episcopal Church, South Fulton
United Methodist Church and
the First United Methodist
Church, have scheduled five
sessions of study on the proposed Plan of Union.
These sessions will be held in
the First Christian Church during the Thursday evenings of
March and the first Thursday
evening in April. The studies
are to be held in the First
Christian Church at 7:30 p. m.
Other churches and their
members are invited to attend
and share in these discussions
and studies. A copy of the proposed plan of Union may be
secured from any of the pastors of the participating churches. The ministers of the four
participating churches will he
the speakers at the various
study programs.

Joe Treas, Fulton postmas- of the Year" at the meeting,
ter, has been named the new for distinguished service to the
president of the Chamber of community which culminated in
Commerce here, with Ray Wil- Fulton's successful $2 million
liams as Vice-President and urban renewal grant, announced
James Green, secretary.
two weeks ago. Mrs. Bushart
The new officers were an- has served as acting director
nounced Monday night at the of the organization seeking fedChamber's annual meeting and eral approval of the program.
dinner, held at Fulton's HoliBob Abernathy, director of
day Inn.
University relations at Middle
Treas, Williams, Harold Tennessee State University,
Henderson and Guy Upton were Murfreesboro, delivered an innamed new directors for three spirational address after dinyear terms.
per.
Mrs. Sara Bushart was
Around 200 attended the dinnamed as Fulton's "Woman ner and meeting.
•••••
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NEW PRESIDENT: Fulton Postmaster Joe Tress was named
President of the Chamber of Commerce Monday night at the
annual membership meeting and dinner at the Holiday Inn.

14 Countians
On Murray
Dean's List
A record number of 1,009
full-time students at Murray
State University have
been
listed on the Dean's List for
the fall semester.
Among the honor students
from Fulton County are: Gideon
Bransford, Larry
D. Call,
Avery Hancock, Phyllis Heithcock, Deborah Homra, Nancy .1.
Klutts, Lynne
James, Fred
Lech, Penny McNeill, Brenda
Nanney, Donna Wall, Dorothy
Westbrook, Debra Wheeler,
and Patrick Wolff.

DINNER SPEAKER Bob Abernathy (right) is greeted by retiring C of C President Kenneth Crews and by Bob Morgan as
guests prepare to assemble for Monday night's Chamber meet-

ing.
CHA I RWOMAN
Mrs, Carol Morgan of Route
DONATES CLOTHING
Three, Clinton will serve as
Henry I. Siegel bus donated
Hickmon County Chairwoman
for Bert Combs and Julian Car- 180 pieces of clothing to needy
children, which has been disroll,
tributed by the Carr Elemem
tary personnel.
"WHO'S WHO"
Mike Tate, Ann Mahan, DanSIGHTSEEING
ny Glasgow, Janet Wiliiamson
Four local men left recently
and Bob Nanney will be recog- for a sightseeing trip to Mexinized in Merit's Who's Who for co; making the trip were
1970-71; sttidents are selected Charles ReamS, Dr. John Raoon academks, activities, ath- dale, Herold Henderson and
letics or community service.
Ed Bailey.

ART CONTEST
All grade school, nursery
school and kindergarten boys
end girls are invited to compete for prizes -in the coloring
contest, sponsored by the Fulton-South Fulton Art Guild.

000 FFAe
There are nearly 9,000 local
FFA chapters in the United
States.
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHIELING
[deters and Publishers
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Fish Farming:"An Industry Worth Promoting
Around Here" Comments The Paducah Sun
Twenty-nine fish farmers in
Lincoln County, Arkansas grossed
a total of $2,400,000 from commercial catfish sales last year. The
total was $1,400,000 higher than in
1969 when only 19 firms and individuals were engaged in fish farming in the county.
This gi'ves an idea of the rapid
growth that is taking place in the
fish production industry. Farmers
throughout the Southeast and
Southwest are converting marginal lands into ponds for the production of marketable fish and fish
stock. In Lincoln County, fish production has become the thirdlargest source of agricultural income.
Kentucky farmers have been
slow to recognize the money-making potential of fish farming. Due
to the abundance of free fishing
waters in Western Kentucky, few
landowners have converted their
marginal land to this purpose.
Perhaps the rapid growth of the
industry in other sections will
cause them to take another look at
the potentials.
Rep. J. J. Pickle of Texas has
introduced in the U. S. House a
HOUSING,INDUSTRY—

bill to place all responsibility for
marketing, research, technical assistance and development of equipment to promote fish farming as
an agricultural livestock industry
in the U. S. Department of Agriculture, the Department of Interior, Department of Commerce and
the National Marine Fisheries Services.
The bill also would authorize
the federal government to make
various forms of financial assistance available to fish farmers
throughout the United States.
Similar legislation has been introduced in the House by Rep. Charles Griffin of Mississippi.
The success and growth of the
fish farming industry also has attracted the attention of many private money lenders, including the
Texas Bankers Association, and
the Texas Savings and Loan Association. Federal assistance to farmers who are interested in going into the fish production business is
available through the Economic
Development Administration and
the Small Business Administration.
— Paducah Sun-Democrat

LOYALTY

POLLUTED PARADISE:
LAS VEGAS Each 51511 to
this glittering city in the Nevada Peter Sakai, chief of Hawaii's
He may be six kinds of a liar,
desert causes me to marvelsnew sanitary engineering departat what has happened since a ment, has this to say about
He may be ten kinds of a fool,
cowboy legislator introduced in Oahu's waters: "Parents should
He may be a wicked highflyer
1931 a bill which, after enact- keep their children away from
Beyond any reason or rule;
ment. legalized gambling in the and out of all Oahu streams.
The water is polluted." Nearly
state.
There surely is no other city 85% of Hawaii's 800,000 resiThere may be a shadow above him
like it in the world. now offer- dents live on Oahu, home of
Of ruin and woes to impend,
ing the greatest concentration of Waikiki's rich tourist center.
entertainment and games of Streams pick up garbage, raw
And I may not respect, but I love him,
changelo
ebeav ailable anywhere on sewage and junk as they wind
Because-well, because he's my friend.
through residential areas, just as
the
Las Vegas. built on and still they do on the mainland. Yes,
I know he has faults by the billion,
dependent on craps,21. baccarat pollution is a job for everyone,
and slot machines. is working all over!
But his faults are a portion of him;
• • •
hard to create a better-rounded
I know that his record's vermilion,
basis for attracting %isitors. The
MINOR
NOTE: Tom Erhart
And he's far from the sweet Seraphim;
big Cons cntion Center is a busy
place, and plansarebeingdrawn of Chicago does the TV comBut he's always been square with yours truly,
mercials for that beer series,
for an $8 million addition.
Ready to give or to lend,
There is emphasis, too. on "You Only Go Around Once
Life"... but he doesn't drink
in
And if he is wild and unruly,
des eloping appreciation of the
outdoors attractions, according beer and, in fact, tellsa Chicago
I like him-because he's my friend.
reporter he detests the brand
to Don Payne. manager of the
efficient Las Vegas Ness s Bu- that sponsors the ads! The least
I criticize him but I do it
reau. Biggest drawing card is the company could hasc done is
In just a frank, comradely key,
the Lake Mead National Re- find an announcer who at least
creation Area. which had more drinks its product!
And back-biting gossips will rue it
• • •
than 5.6 millions isitors last sear.
If ever they knock him to me!
Lake Mead. a 30-thinute dri‘e
Romain C. Brandt tells abo
I never make diagrams of him,
from the city, was formed by the the Chippewa Indian
sisiti
completion of Hoover Darn in Milwaukee. A
No maps of his soul have I penned;
matron ask
1935.
nON
It
ides
pros
miles
550
"You
are
a
real
I don't analyze-I just love him,
Indian, aren
of shoreline, hundreds of sandy you?" He answered affirmativ
Because-well, because he's my friend.
beaches, a dozen marinas and ly. Her neat question:
"How
excellent fishing, with no closed do you like our
city?" "Fine,"
season. Out-of-state anglers can came the answer. "How do
BERTON BRALEY
buy a special fi‘e-day permit you like our country?"
for SS, or pa) $15 bra seasonal
• • •
analytical light on the United license. Both require the purDRIVING INTO MEXICO?
FULTON'S
Nations' past to help point the chase of an Arizona stamp for
If you are, you will need auto
way toward a morally sane fu- $2 if a boat is used.
Ed Gerhardt. s ice president of insurance issued by a Mexican
ture.
Frontier Airlines, 'which serves company. The Allstate Motor
much of the West out of Chi- Club's representatives in leading
PICTURE OF GUILT, by cago,
points out the as ailablity border cities will be able to
BY LUCY DANIEL
Michael limes. The art swindles
of other recreation areas, in- advise you in regard to such
were as brilliant as they were
cluding Grand Canyon, Bryce cos cragc.
profitable. They would have
•••
TOMMY'S AUNT: "Won't Pet'.
and Zion National Parks.
been perfect crimes if it bad
you have another Mine of cake,
A FAVORITE STORY: I'm
•••
not
been
for
Sir John Appleby,
DON'T YOU KNOW THERE'S
Tommy?"
not superstitious at all. I don't
retired Chief Commoner of
THE FUNNY PAPERS
TOMMY (on • visit): "No, A WAR ON? by Richard R.
believe when you break a mirror
Metropolita
n
Police.
Who
else
Lingeman. This is the story of
At lunch the group walked it means seven years bad luck.
I thirdc you."
would have detected the pat- over to "Peggy's"
TOMMY'S
farmhouse A friend of mine broke a mirror
AUNT: "You what happened in the United
tern in the hisses suffered by a and
States
prepared a picnic on her and he didn't have seven years
between Pearl Harbor
seem to be suffering from loss
backwoods peer, * worldly front lawn.
and
V-J
There were some bad luck. He was killed in an
Day. For those over Greek
of appettle."
tycoon, or by any of the small group discussions between
TOMMY: "That ain't loss of thirty who were in this country
accident the same day.
other unlikely dupes?
chicken livers and watermelon
appetite. What I'm sufferin' then, this book will be a trip
—Mickey Marvin
down Memory Lane. For all, it
and then the caravan assembled
from is politeness."
•••
will be a thorough re-creation
FOSSIL MAN, by Michael H. for a walk back to the FieldOne pre-teen to another:"My
WEATHER
& WEATHER of the times tragic, and person- Day. It has only been for the house.
folks are really worried. I got
—Easterner, Cheney, Wash.
FORECASTING, by A. G. alities that left their mark upon last two million years or as that
an A in sex education!"
Forsdyte. Talk about the wea- America during a period of anything resembling a human
•••
ther ia as popular as ever, ex- transition and upheaval.
being has existed. The age of
The bride was given in marSAFETY
cept that it has become more
ITEM: Remember
man is but a 822113ii fraction of
complicated. Professional wea- DOCTOR WITH A MISSION, the total sum of hundreds of riage by her son, Nicholas, who at this time of year to give
chose
a
blue
street
length
dress special attention to INTERthernitti ate sotrietlines 2•CeUS- by Elitabeth Seifert.' Frances nil/lions of years clueing which
edi,of using hard-to-understand Gould had persuaded Dr. Rufus animals mid "lento have nosed with white accessories, and car- VAL, says the AJI‘tate,M
otor
ried
an
orchid
atop
white
a
Club ... leave plenty of...space
technical jargon. With this in McGiffray to settle in Bayard. sod evolved-ea earth. The aubetween cars in traffic to avert
mind and with the aid of this His Navy service and medical thor, a noted authority on this Bible. .•
—Foster (0.) Review Times serious
author, who is a weli-known research in the Brazilian jungle subject, givee a clear and comcrashes!
• ••
professional meteroroligist, he were finished when he met her prehensive picture of the latest
•••
clearly describes the causes of on the cruise ship returning to research in this field.
IRELAND VIGNETTE
...Hear
about
the
Hindu
who
weather conditions, their obser- the States. Aloof and beautiful,
DUBLIN: This is. such a
was electrocuted—he used an
vation and how predictions are she had attracted him as a woTHE PREDATOR, by An- electric blanket while sleeping clean and friendly city, with
made.
man and had fascinated him
smiling
children and cheerful
with her tales of the handsome drew York. Perhaps they- on a bed of nails.
—Don I. Frankel. folks everywhere. It's a city, of
WILD RUNS TH- E RIVER, old river town. It would be the seven is a bit Young for retirecourse, but there is much of
•••
by Giles A. Lutz. Clell Hodges perfect place, she said, for him ment. But when your only trade
the small town Irish charm about
and Mark Lane had been born to establish his prtactice. Here is that of a professional assasit, so the visitor feels right at
to tame the wilderness. Engi- is a strong dramatic novel of sin, and when you've come ve
Herb
Caen tells about the old home, whether he's shopping.
neers both, they had been an idealistic doctor who has to with such a ludicrously com- lady in San Francisco who
sightseeing or having a glass of
brought to California's Imperial reconcile two loves, two ways monplace but fiercely painful stumbled on the curb
and beer in one of the pubs.
ailment as -a slipped disc, and
Valley to wrest an irrigation of life.
sprawled
into
the
street.
The River Liffey flows
when
your enemies have found
system from the grip of a fearthrough the city, with broad
out who you are (and in your
ful adversary: the Colorado
UN: THE FIRST TWENTY- calling,
everyone is an enemy), A passing motorist im- promenades and bridges.
River. Wayward and turbulent, FIVE YEARS, by Clark Dietedmediately stopped, ran over and
St. Stephen's Green remains
the mighty Colorado held the berger's account of the United maybe it's time eo Wit. Par- asked her solicitously: "Arc
you one of the choice city parks
key to survival for all the set- Nations' fifteen years of trials, tiediarly if your boes—in this hurt?" "I think I
broke an anywhere, and the Dublin
ease the British Goverrunent—
Zoo
tlers along the Valley; and problems, triumphs and
ankle," she said, in obvious
deneither Clell nor Murk was feats should be read by every- has decided to fire you. So then pain. "I can't seem to move." is large, well-kept and well worth
what
do you do when three
a visit.
alone in recognizing what one wanting to contribute
to a members of yak trearamoon
Yes, I'm intrigued by Dublin
At that, he snatched up her
prizes were to be had if the true wortd peace. He has
focus- are cruelly murdered on the purse,
got back into his car ... and recommend a stopover
river could be successfully tap- ed a penetrating literary and very
day you're give') the gate? and sped off.
here by any tourist flying to
England or the continent!
- Lenore Lee.
which
have
been set as the days for the annual
FROM THE FILES:—
•••
music festival to be held at Murray State College.
FRANKLEV SPEAKING:
My friend is not a musician,
Garland Merryman, commander of the but he has an LP record to
American Legion announced today that the post his credit: Long prison record...
TWENTY YEARS AGO
I still feel a woman's place
is
had taken a 30-day option to buy the Fulton in
the home, and I expect my
MARCH 2, 1951
Hotel at the corner of Fourth Street and Lake Ex- wife to go there
right after
Members of the Fulton Rotary Club enter- tension to serve as a clubhouse.
getting off work each day.
—Don I. Frankel.
tained their Rotary Anns at the annual Ladies
•••
Night banquet held at

jilbrory Coiraterr

committed would be cancelled.
This includes the $40,000.00 for a
new municipal swimming pool,
—The Industry Development which is due to be in operation
Board, now negotiating with an in- this Fall. It also means that plans
dustry that places South Fulton for procurement of Federal funds,
topmost on its list, would be under the open spaces program for
abolished. Members of the board a modern, and completely equipare: Stanley Jones, Harold Hen- ped city park and recreation area
derson and Charles Cannon. The for children and adults would be
recent brisk flow of industrial shelved.
prospects to South Fulton would
—An untold number of taxcease for an indefinite period.
payer suits could be filed and
(Industry considers the May- counter filed testing the validity
or-Council form of government in- of the petition, the validity of the
efficient and obsolete. To change election, the legality of many acfrom the modern city manager tions taken in the period between
form of government back to the the special election to change the
Mayor-Council government would government and the election to
be suicidal from a standpoint of elect new officials, if the petition
vote is successful.
getting new industry.)
—If the city manager form of
—The South Fulton Planning
Commission, composed of Harvey government is overthrown the obVick, Mrs. Kelly Lowe, Elston Mc- ligation to hire a trained, experiGuire, Jim Owens and City Man- enced and qualified administrator
ager Mike Blake would be voted would be non-existent. Applications for the ever-increasing availout of existence.
abilities of Federal grants would,
—The Public Housing Au- of necessity, be farmed out to costthority, with an application for ly accountants and consulting en150 low-cost housing units, total- gineers costing much more than
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Peggy Reams To Wed
Wayne Lohaus In June
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles Edward Reams
announce the engagement and approac
hing marriage of their daughter, Peggy Jean,
to Wayne
William Lohaus, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl H. J.
Lohaus.
Miss Reams and Mr. Lohaus
graduated from Fulton
High
School in the class of 1966.
The bride -elect graduated from
Southern Methodist University,
Dallas, Texas, in December
1970 with
a Bachelor of,
Science degree in biology. Her
sorority is Kappa Delta.
Mr. Lohaus received &Bachelor of Scelnce degree in history from Murray State University, Murray, Kentucky, in
August 1970. He served as
secretary of Lambda Chi Alpha
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social fraternity. He is presently teaching in the Fulton
County School system.
Grandparents of the brideelect are Mrs. Walter Smith
Atkins and the late Mr. Atkins
and Mr. and Mrs. Horace Edward Reams.
Mr. I.ohaus is the grandson
on Mrs. Lawrence Kuban and
the late Mr. Kuban and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lohaus.
An early June wedding at
the First United Methodist
Chun. h is being planned.

Miss Westpheling, Mr. Hood
To Be Married Here In June
Mrs. Charles Ryals of Clarksdale, Mississippi
and Mr Tom Westpheling of Parkvillc, Missour
i
are today announcing the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter Judy Lynn
to Mr. Toby Doheny Hood of Columbus, Ohio.
Mr. Hood is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John T.
Hood of Columbus, Ohio.
Miss Westpheling is now attending Fulton
High School where she will graduate in May.She
is the niece of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling of
Fulton.
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The wedding will be solemnized at Trinity
Episcopal Church on Saturday, the sixth of June.
Following their marriage the couple will make
their home in Columbus where Mr. Hood plans to
attend Ohio State University in the Fall.
Miss Westpheling makes her home in Fulton
with Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Miller.

Miss

Judy Lynn Westpheling
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Paris Couple Courthouse Is
To Conduct
New Site Of
Europe Tour. Charm School

Campbells
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Pap Tests
Offered

Art Guild Is
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Hello*World

Sharing Is
Theme For
WMS Study

The Drug Scene
by Forest H. Belt

always the weaker ones who

Here's a column of conversation about harmful drugs. The
author has spent several years
dealing with young people and
the spreading drug problem.
Send your questions to Box
21214, Louisville, Ky. 40221.
-Orw of the young people in
neighborhood
takes drugs.
my
,Should I tell her parents or the
police?-L. T.
Be darn sure before you tell
anybody. If you tell the parents, don't expect any thanks.
They might already know, arid
be embarrassed or resentful
that anyone else does. If they
don't know, they may not believe you (the child likely
denies it). Either way, you lose.
If you tell the police, don't
expect sudden action. They already know most heavy users.
The police want the suppliers.
They might wait and watch,
sometimes months, to build
their case against someone who
is selling to kids.
You might be justified in
telling if your own kids are
threatened. But perhaps a better plan would be to just quietly supervise their activities a
little more closely.

do; they don't have the inner
strength to get along without
drugs.

REVISED PLAN
FOR HOUSE DISTRICTS

Hickman Youth Charged In
Death Of Brother-In-Law
Galen Eugene "Pete" Andrews, Jr., was shot to death
about 3 a.m. Saturday, March
6 in front of his home at 300
Davis Street in West Hickman.
brother-inHis 16-year-old
law, Carl Stanley Williams, has
been charged with willful murder in connection with the shoot-

Why do kids want to mess
with drugs anyway?-D. F..S.

There's no one answer. The
inoA common reply, from kids
ing.
who do drugs more or less reg.
Andrews, 27, was pronouncularly, is: for kicks. That's
ed dead on arrival about 3:30
much the same excuse their
p.m. at the Obion County Genparents gave (and some still
eral Hospital. Don Chaney, Fuldo) for getting drunk.
ton County Coroner who took
But it's deeper than that with
Andrews to the hospital, said
some youngsters. Drugs are a
death was the result of a bulway of rebellion, if they don't
let wound in the abdomen from
have a better outlet. They miay
a 22.5 caliber rifle. Chaney
have troubles at home, and
said the bullet disintegrated updrugs are a route to acceptance
on impact and
severed
on
in the group that seems to be
artery.
"buying all the fun." Drugs
Police Chief Marion Graves
can become a crutch, a way to
said
Williams came to the
bypass responsibility, if a boy
Graves home, about two blocks
or girl is too weak of character
the
from
Andrews home, within 15 minutes of the shooting
19 handle the ordinary proband said he wanted to give himlems of adolescence.. These are
self up. Williams was taken to
oversimple answers, and each
could be expanded intermin- IF THE PRESENT HOUSE REDISTRICTING plan is passim', the county jail,
Williams was brought beably. But they illustrate part of the First District will remain unchanged
insofar as the Repro- fore County Judge C. Menees
the underlying cause of drug
sentatives are

P-4

Fulton Co.
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Galen Andrews III; one brother,
Harry Andrews of Hickman; and
one sister, Kathleen Andrews
of Hickman.
Funeral services were held
Monday at 2:30 at the Chaney
Funeral
Chapel. The Rev.
Edgar Stress officiated, assisted by the Rev. R. C. Ross,
Burial was in the City Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Kenneth
Vowell, Larry Hamil, Danny
Joe Hamil,
Ernest
Hamil,
Lewis Scarbrough, and Harold
Barnes.

lin.II

OBION COUNTY

The last session of the 1971
Obion County Farm Management School was held last
Monday night and during the
meeting Mr. Willie Sellers of
the Cloverdale Community was
re-elected
President of the
School and Mr. Eugene Roddy
of the Lane Community' was reelected Secretary-Treasurer.
During the school the total
concerned, the Louisville Courier-Journal map in Juvenile Court Monday morn- attendance at the eight meetexperimentation and abuse.
901, with the ating, March 8, and formally ings was
(above) indicates. Approval of Legislative changes
is expected
charged with willful murder. He tendance ranging from a low of
Ey this weekend, et wh/cli time the special session will
adjourn. was ordered held without bond 45 on a cold winter night with
in jail until his hearing Wednes- the ground covered by snow to a
high of 254. The enrollment for
day morning, March 10. Dee
L. McNeill has been appointed the school was 154 farmers and
What's the best way to keep
the attendance at almost all the
attorney for Williams.
env youngsters off drugs?Andrews, an employee of the meetings ranged from 91 to
j. W. W.
Goodyear Plant in Union City, 105 farmers. The Obion County
This is a convereation we'll
was born in Hickman, May 30, Farm Management School lathe
have many times in this col1943, the son of Galen Andrews, oldest continuous school of its IN CASE YOU THINK "Ham" Gardner is playing an oversize
Listed below are the names
umn. There is no one best way. of individuals who have lost
Sr., and Alice Bryant Andrews. type in Tennessee and from all accordion
in the toe Photo, he's not: he is holding one of the
has the
But there are definite aids. their driver's licenses for the
.He is survived by his wife, available records
We'll explore them.
the former Mary Sue Williams; largest enrollment and the high- sliding clean-out panels to his new 16,apartment Martin house,
week ending February 26, 1971,
You have your best chance as released by the Department
two daughters, Pamela Irene est average attendance.
which he has finished at his garage (along with the lower we)
We are proud of the Ohio°
and Patricia Lynn; one son,
with very young children. Be- of Public Safety to the Traffic
County
Farm
Management and plans to put up in his yard this week. Ham's distinctive pricome part of their lives and Safety Coordinating Committee:
School, and
the
large en- vate housing project has been a wintertime after...hours lob to
Larry Cleveland Adams, age
make them part of yours.
rollment and attendance which
add to his collection of Martin birdhouses in his yard . . . and
Spend time. Listen to their 19, Route 3, Fulton, indefinite
enables the school to secure
problems, however small. Pal- revocation for unsatisfied civil
each year a number ofthe lead- here they are, painted and ready to go .. . each with 16 apartjudgement
resulting from auto
try troubles seem big when
ing Agriculture authorities to ments. Ham owns and operates "Ham's Garage" et the
corner
you're just a little kid. Teach accident.
speak before the group. Plans
John C, Jennings, age 37,
of East State Line and Plain Streets.
them self-appreciation. If you
are already being made for
don't know how, find out. Keep 1403 Young Street, Hickman,
another similar farm school
until
reminding them of their worth, DWI, license revoked
to be held in Obion County beginhow important they are-to August 8, 1971.
Three
students
with all ning the first Monday night of
Thomas Willie Mack, age 42,
"A's"---all tenth-graders,led 1972.
you and to themselves. Raise
HAPPY BIRTHDAY: Then, wasn't a cake bivnough to hold SO the first
six weeks honor roll
them to have plenty of self- Route 2, Clinton; driving while
license was suspended, license candles, so these NEWS
employees just put on eleven to mark at Fulton High School, accord- OBION COUNTY ANGUS SALE
confidence and they won't need
revoked until August 15, 1971.
ing to standings released this
drugs.
AVERAGE $393
Hoyt Allen Barnett, age 43, the number of years that T. C. Taylor has been associated with week.
A representative of the Small
The recent Obion County
They'll be exposed to drugs Route
3, Clinton, driving while the paper. Anyhow, it was just a nice little surprise Wednesday
The
all-A students included Angus Sale averaged $393 per
Business Administration will
aater. By the time they're teen- license
was revoked; license for a nice guy, served
Gigi
Brock,
Pat
Gossum
be
at that Agency's part-time
and
up by (from left) Lana Campbell, Mary
head on 59 lots of cattle with
agers, they may have even further
revoked until January
David Thompson.
office in the City Hall on the
11 bulls averaging $467 and 48
tried whatever is popular. 30, 1972,
Arnold, and Joyce Threlkeld during the noon hour. It was
The balance of the
honor cows averaging $377.
The TVA Board of Directors Second Floor, Paducah, on
Don't waste their childhood
Lee Andrew Sanders, age 49, T. C's 50th birthday.
roll is as follows:
by
The top selling bull L Ballot has conducted its
quarterly March 18, as announced
years trying to forestall that. Route 3, Clinton, driving while
9TH GRADE: Karen Cash, 8158 owned by C. A. Lattus review of the agency's power R, B. Blankenship, SBA DisTeach them drugs are bad. intoxicated and while license
Charlotte Coy, Debra Farmer, sold for $750 to A. H. Mor- rates and has determined that trict Director. The office, opThen instill self-respect and was revoked; license further
Judy Johnson, Jan Pulley, Deb- rison of Rossville, Tennessee. no rate adjustment will
be erated on a semi-monthly basis
courage. Drugs, if they mess revoked until August 3, 1973,
bie Pennell; Jeffrey Campbell, The top selling female offer- necessary for the quarter be- every first and third Thurswith them at all, will be just
Ronnie Lee Waggoner, age
Mark Welch Max Thompson
ing was a cow-calf combination ginning April 1. This is the day, will be open from 9:00
a distasteful experience not to 29, Route 3, Clinton, driving
10TH GRADE: Gini Brock, 44itssa *hp pwwd by Charles,
,
a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
qPP.9n.d clu.artPr.IY reYlRet te
be repeated.
while ireetteeee4.wend ,••
Cathy Clifton,
'• • '
,
ay.
,
Julei
mad* und,a,a,PratiOuEfnwqØ ..19.4KklitIon IR wag )ahlIOW
license_
Alas
,
I think all this hullabatoo
rowoldidi-licensaEve Nelson,
t . er crowds ti ed out last year with the local representative) there ret1,1,.4be
Y.
about drugs in the schools is further r0VoketruntIT February
Mite'IMUDbirlil0/10,4"Ive it end a iale conducted electric system that distribute a SCORE (Service Corps. cif
Those selected were Tommy School and Michael Milner and--Dossum,
Mahan,
overblown. I teach and I have 28, 1972.
Gary
Sons,
Retired Executives) Counselor
David by the loeal association was TVA power.
Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Yates attend South Fulnever seen any signs of drugs
The
agency's prospective available to talk with small
present and the bidding was
Aubrey Taylor, 301 Norman ton High School. The four were Thompson Tom Veale
11TH GRADE: Alice Cald- fair to active. Some younger power revenues and expenses business
around the schools I have
inquirers. SCORE
Street, Fulton; Bob Nanney, son chosen by members
of the
taught in.-P. M. L.
the Paof Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Nanney, faculty of their schools on a well, Debra Capps, Cindy Cra- animals depressed the sale are reviewed at the end of each representatives in
ven;
Bob
Engel,
Greg
Scales.
Either you've been at schools
average but the sale averaged 3-month period with a commit- ducah area are Robert H,Sachs
Dogwood Lane, Fulton; Michael basig
of scholarship and in12TH
GRADE:
Janice
Alextee
that are exceedingly lucky, or
representing the local elec- and Ross L. Cochran.
considerably more than a year
Milner, son of Mr. and Mrs. terest
in world affairs.
ander, Mary Campbell, Ann ago.
tric systems. Then the TVA
you've overlooked it. Virtually
Billy Milner, Route 4, South
Hal Warren, President of the Mahan, Louella Puckett, Judy
Board determines whether a
every sizable school, whether
Fulton; and Dale Yates, son of local
DEADLINE APRIL 1
Rotary Club said, "We Westpheling,
Kathy Wheeler, FARM DATES TO REMEMBER rate adjustment-upward
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Yates, Cirelementary, junior high, or
or
are very proud to have these Janet Williamson; Steve ErickKentucky farmers were reMarch 12 - Boar Test Station downward-will
be
cle Drive, South Fulton.
needed.
high school, has drug tnaffic.
four outstanding young men rep- sen, Mike Fenwick, Bob NanThis quarterly review provides minded today by Kentucky
Sale - Jackson
A fund for Marshall Scott,
This year's
That's true in every state,
topic
at the resent our club and our
com- ney, Mike Tate, Tommy Tay- March 10 - Plow Boy Angus flexibility in matching
Farm Bureau Executive Secrewho was critically injured Sun- World
Affairs
power
Institute is munity at the
every county, every town.
Institute. This lor.
revenues to changing costs and tary John W. Koon that April 1
Sale - Covington
One holdback in treating the day, February 28 in a gas "China--A Major World Factor Institute has provided a fine
the deadline for filing 'appliis
March 15 - Feeder Pig Sale - permits TVA and the distriwidespread drugs problem is explosion at Beech Grove Meth- During The Next Quarter Cen- opportunity for over fourteen
butors to hold electric rates cations for assersment of their
Dyersburg
blindness to it. If you really odist Church, has been estab- tury."
thousand students to become
March 17 - Bull Testing Sta- to the lowest levels which costs farmland under the farmlamd
Tommy Taylor and Bob Nancare, ask your state Board of lished by the Rev. Fred Thomas,
better prepared to carry out
assessment law.
tron Bull Sale - Nashville permit.
ney are students at Fulton High
Education what's being done. pastor of the church.
their representation as citScott, 62, suffered secondDrugs are in the schools. You
izens."
can help stop their spread if and third-degree burns over 50
Begun in Cincinnati in 1947,
the World Affairs Institute each
you face the problem squarely percent of his body. He has
been in Obion County Hospital
year provides a stimulating and
and work intelligently to comsince the accident, and is recreative opportunity for high
bat it.
Trap Shoots planned by the
ported to be holding his own.
school student
leaders to Fulton County FFA will conThe country has a drug probRev. Thomas said that Scott,
participate in studies of coun- tinue on schedule Sunday, March
lem because so many have the
church's Sunday
School
tries and international issues 14, at Fulton County High
turned away from God. If superintendent, has
no invital
to the security and well- School from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
young folks went to church, surance and no family
to asThe shoot planned for Sunthey would not take drugs.- sume his medical expenses.
Several industries from West being of the United States.
day, March 7, was cancelled
M. L.
Scott's only living relative is Kentucky had representatives
due to bad weather according
It isn't religion ...itself that a sister, Miss DU* Scott. Rev. to meet with The President's
to Doug Goodman,chapter preskeeps young people off drugs. Thomas said Scott retired from Task Force for Future Growth
Dialing a long distance Lovin
'
Phone Call direct is
ident.
The shoot has been reI've met plenty of church-going the Brown Shoe Company In at Murray State University for
easier than writing a letter- plus there
on the
'
s no bitter aftertaste.
The News takes pleasure in scheduled for March 28 at the
youngsters who do drugs. How- Union City last year, taking a luncheon session
wishing "Happy Birthday" to dip west of Hickman across
And even if you
ever, the high personal values a cut in retirement pay, to campus March 2.
'
ve forgotten the number ofthat certain
from Stone-Ledford Pecan OrMeeting
with
the
10-membe
r
take
care
of
his
sister,
the following friends:
who is
taught in most churches are
someone,no problem.
chard. On Sunday, March 21,
group appointed in January by
an invalid.
March 11: Sara Alston, Suz- the
great preventives.
shoot will be staged in the
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray
Rey.
Thomas
is
asking
Just dial'1"
anyette
,then the area code(ifdifferent from your
MeMorries
Youngsters who handle themPotter, Wanda Cayce area. Goodman said
own),
State president, were:
Sue Yates; March 12: Mrs. site has not been chosen. the
selves in a way that builds up one who wants to help to
then 555-1212.That connects you with the
E. J. Haverstock of the Tapcontribute to the fund to send
Directory
Maria Htackley, Mrs. Allen
their self-worth
and self- donations to
Goodman, Pat Lattus, and
the Marshall Scott pan Company, Murray, Joe Jones, T. D.
in the city you
'
re calling.Just tell her who
respect seldom need drugs. In
Morris; March 13: Max Wilson are chairmen for
to talk
Fund, c/o Rev. Fred Thomas, White and Dan Lane of Union A
Oarl
or out of church, I've never enYoung,
with,
and
Rex
she
the
events,
three
'
ll give you the number in a jiffy.
which
will
Frields,
Carbide,
Paducah; Charles
Route 4, Union City, Tennessee
T.
C. Taylor, Sam Jones, Gayle combine recreation and pointcountered a truly self-confident 38261. Checks
should be made Woods of B. F. Goodrich, CalAnd remember,rates are low every night and
Kimbell, La ymon Mier; ers in gun safety. Cost will be
all weekend long.
youngster who does drugs. Lt's out to the Marshall Scott
Fund. vert City; Bob Howe of the March
So why not address yourselfto a Lovin
14: A. B. Roberts;
$2.00 per round with hams
Tennessee Valley Authority,
'Phone Call tonight?
March 15: Mrs. John E. given as prizes. Hot dogs and
Golden Pond; and Gene Smith
What else that costs so little puts
of Vanderbilt Chemical, Mur- Bard, Mrs. R. M. Lowry, Jim- drinks will be sold at all loyou in touch so fast?
my Allen Vaughn. Cindy
for
cations
the
convenience
ray.
of
CraCo-chairman of the
task ven, William D. Yates; March the public.
force, which was urged by 16: Cathy Campbell, Mrs. Rex
© South Central
Dr. Sparks "to think creati- Huddle; March 17: Rotors
LasWEATHER REPORT
Sunday March 14, The Church arene
College in Nashville, vely," are Dr. Charles Homra, siter, Ernest Hancock.
of The Nazairene will be hav- Tenn., graduating there
in chairman of the psychology department, and Eugene Flood,
(From current readings and
ing with them for the morning 1954.
I,
records of Jim Hale, South
services Rev. and Mrs. Paul
Their first year spent on assistant professor of manageJ. Fitch, Jr. and children. Mis- the mission field was in lang- ment in the School of Business.
Fulton.)
sionaries presently home on uage study, since then they have
Also meeting with the task
furlough from the Free Meth- pastored
were
force
Date High Lew
the
Dr.
Lorrah,
Jean
Butuan City
Pre*.
odist
Butuan City Church, Church. They will be return- president of the Murray State
Tickets for the children's
MARCH 1171
Mindanao, Phillipine Islands. ing to their field of labor in chapter of the American As- play, "Androcles and the Lion,"
75
1
38
0
Rev. Fitch a native of Blu- June, and along with
their sociation of University Pro- will be on sale at all local 2
32 .....
50
rein,slow
field, W. Va., a graduate of pastoring Butuan City Church, fessors, and Mancil Vinson, schools next Tuesday, March
3
32
24
.2 snow
Trevecca Nazarene
College, Rev. Fitch will be teaching director of alumni affairs at 16.
4
43
Nashville, Tenn., class of 1955. classes in Theology and Horn- Murray State.
The play, to be presented by
5
57
He served as minister of Music ethics in the Seminary there.
The meeting was one of a a teen-age cast, will appear
6
54
38
and assistant pastor of the Mrs. Fitch will be teaching series planned by the commit- in Fulton March 26 at
(r)
Carr
42
30
0
Nazarene Church in Detroit, music.
tee with key target groups to auditorium as a presentation 7
27
45
Mich. for four years; pastored
0
Their children are Faye 16, exchange ideas relating to en- of the Louisville Children's 8
28
9
60
four years in the Free Metho- Stephen 13, and Vance 6. They rollment and development at Theatre.
trace
dist Church in Dallas, Texas, will have charge of the morning the university, with findings
and four years in Ontario, Calif. services. They are very tal- from the interviews to be used
Church, before going as mis- ented musicians and singers as bases for recommendations
sionary
to the Phillipine as well as speakers.
promote greater future
to
Islands.
There will be a basket din- growth.
ner ill Fellowship Hall folMeetings are planned with
Mrs. Fitch (Nee Peggy Jo lowing the morning
school principles
and
services, high
Stokes) is a native Fultonian, in their
superintendents from
school
honor, inviting their
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. friends and class
mates to West Kentucky March 12, and
B. Stokes, formerly of Fulton. join them in this hour
of fel- 13 respectively, according to
She graduated from South Ful- lowship.
Dr. Charles Daughaday, pubton High School as Valedictorian Rev. Robert Porter,
licity chairman of the task
Jr.
141950, entered Trevecca Raz- Pastor
force.

Licenses
Revoked
For Six

Three Lead
Honor Roll
At Fulton Hi

No Changes
Coming Soon
In TVA Rates

SBA Rep Due
In Paducah

Rotary Club Names Four
For World Affaixs Study

Fund Set Up
For Victim
Of Explosion

Sunday Trap
Shoots Are
Scheduled

Task Force
Plans Murray
Development

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

One nice advantage ofa.
Lovin'Phone Call is you don't
have to lickthestamp.
faster and

Assistance
you'd like
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DEATHS
Mrs. Monte:Knpfer

Mrs. Henderson

Mrs. Julia Myrtle Henderson,
89, widow of C. H. Henderson,
and a long-time resident of
Oak Street in South Fulton died
Saturday morning, March 6, at
the City Hospital in Bowling
Green following an illness of
six weeks.
A native of Thebes, Illinois,
she was born February 16,
1882. Her husband, Clinton H.
Henderson, preceded her in
death in 1966, and a son David
(Cotton) Henderson preceded
her in death.
Survivors
include a son,
Julian C Henderson, Bowling
Green, a brother, Frank Klutts,
Thebes, Illinois, four grandchildren; and two great grandchildren.
Services were held at 2:00
p.m. Monday, March 8, at the
Hornbeak
Funeral
Home
Cha. I. Reverend James C.
Best, minister of the First
Baptist Church, officiated. Interment was in the Pleasant
View Memorial Gardens.
Pallbearers were: Marvin
-ariders, Robert Rogers,Junes
PIL.lips, Sidney Phillips, Bill
Loyd C. Halley, a resident Henderson and David Henderof Akron, Ohio, and the brother son.
of Mrs. Alton Roberson and
Mrs. Claude Tucker of Fulton,
died Monday morning, March
8, following a heart attack.
He was 62 and was employed
Miss Allie Bowles, 85, died
by Firestone for many years Tuesday, March 9, at the resiprior to his recent retirement. dence of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
He was a Baptist.
Midyett, 112 Taylor Street,
Services were held Wednes- South Fulton. She had been
day, March 10, at 2:00 p.m. a resident of Hodge's Rest
at Scheresser Funeral Home in Home near Water Valley until
Akron, Ohio. Burial was also recently, and she had been ill
in Akron.
about one week.
Miss Bowles was born November 22, 1885, and she was
• LATHAM
a member of the Bayou De
By Mrs. W. C. Morrison
Cheln CP Church.
Services were held at 1'30
Late news from Mrs. Yvonne p.m. Wednesday, March 10, at
Stevens, is that she was dis- Jackson Funeral Home in Dukemissed from the hospital, but dom. Reverend Bill Boyd officiated. Interment was in the
remains about the same.
Mrs. Attzie Legens remains Camp Beauregard Cemetery.
a patient at the Weakley County
Hospital in serious condition.
Mrs. Dorothy Walker was •GOOD BMWS
dismissed from the Volunteer
Mrs. Mums ERRISMIsk
Hospital last Saturday and is
convalescing at her home in
The Bake and Craft Sale
Latham, following a Car wreck which Dukedom Homemakers
weeks
ago.
two
had planned for March 20, has
Bonnie Cummings is apatient been postponed. The new date
at the Fulton Hospital suffering will be announced later.
from a bout with the flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Work
Late news from Dale, Carene and Mrs. Lucile Brann visited
and Sabrina Cummings, is that with Mr. and Mrs. Bee label
they are fine and liking their in Union City recently.
work and most of all the mild
Ricky Bailey Is home for
climate in Florida.
a visit with parents, Mr. and
Doyle Bowlin is still confined Mrs. Garrett Bailey. He flew
te-his home-with rheumatism. front his naval base in Mas'4r4ali
.5Littstie Parker is in-. sachusetts Friday to Memdisposed at her home, with phis, spending the night with
a case of bursitis.
his sister Mrs. Bill Shelton
Mr. and Mrs. Mervin Parker and family. They came with
from New York spent a few him on Saturday and visited
days last week with his brother, for the weekend.
Kenneth and Mr.and Mrs. Klyce
Louis Cole was carried to
Parker near Dukedom.
the Chesmore Clinic at Paris
isn't as last Wednesday and remained
Chess Morrison
well this week. His visitors as a patient. He had a heart
were Jim Burke, Baron Dixon, attack but is some better at
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan, present. Mrs. Cole is still
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Cum- under treatment there.
mings, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Almon Blaylock had an acLee Simpson and Debbie and cident with his power saw
Angela Jackson.
Friday, cutting a gash in his
leg requiring a number of
He is making good
CHESTNUT GLADE stitches.
recovery.
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
and
Mrs.Sap Elliott were
Mr.
in Clinton, Sunday and visited
Members of the Ladies Bible with George Cunningham at the
Class of the Oak Grove Church West Kentucky Manor Nursing
enjoyed a bountiful spaghetti Home there.
all the trimmings at
and
Those attending the County
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Council Meeting from DukeJames Haygood last Saturday dom Homemakers were: Mrs.
night. Those enjoying the Hay- Elizabeth Darnell, Mrs. Wilgood's hospitality were Mr.and liam Roberts and Mrs. Herbert
Ws. Harry Owens and Ronnie, Roberts.
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley,
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell atMr. and Mrs., Drew Walls, Mr. tended the
Leaders
Health
and Mrs. Charles Johns, Ron- training meeting last Thursnie and Gary, Mr. and Mrs. day substituting for Mrs. Evie
Brooks Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. Cashon who is in Michigan.
Neuman Croft, Mr. and Mrs. "Artificial Respiration" was
Adair Cannon, Mr. and Mrs. the subject and will be taught
Gerald Powell, Mr. and Mrs. and demonstrated at ..lbe pert
Thurman Perry and Glynn and club meeting. Could be a very
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan. important lesson.
Mr. and Mrs.Billie Copeland
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Norvell
and Gary, Mrs. Wiley Sims and and two daughters of Memphis,
Mrs. Durrell Terrell attended visited parents Mr. and Mrs.
the funeral service for Watt Mitchell Powell this weekend.
Cheneult in Houston, Mississip- Her sister, Mrs. Ray Aftord
pi last Sunday. Mrs. Chenault returned with them for a
the former Pauline Sawyers short visit.
lived in this community before
Mr. and Mrs. Mimeo Mcmoving to Mississippi several Guire visited the following at
years ago.
Fulton Hospitel yesterday: Mr.
Mrs. Fred Vaughan has re- Joe Laird, Mrs. Maude Vincent,
turned after spending the past Mrs. All Cunningham, and Mrs.
two months with her sister, Jim Brown.
in St,
Rebecca and family
Good Springs CPW met at
Louis and her nein°, Dorothy the home of Mrs. Ray Bruce
Paris.
and family, in
Thursday with five members
Mrs. Franklin House and present. Stewardship study was
Soo and grandson, from Mem- given by Mrs. T. L. Ainley,
phis, spent the weekend with her Bible study by Mrs. Bruce.
plater Dorothy and family.
All present participated in the
Little monthly program, "The Bible
Mike Wright from
Creek, Virginia where he is Speaks About Service To
Stationed with the Navy spent Others." Mrs. Almon Blaythe weekend at home.
lock and Mrs. Ray Bruce were
- Mrs. Harvey Vaughan and elected delegates to Presbyamong
were
Mrs. Fred Vaughan
terial CPW at Martin, March 21.
those who assisted the One And
Mr. and Mrs. Dnrell McCall,
AU Club in quilting last Monday. Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Work and
Heedless to say a most en- Hillman Westbrook attended the
joyable and profitable day was song service at Fulton CumVont as the flying needles could berland Presbyterian Church
keep time with the Sunday afternoon.
hardly
pleasant conversation.
. Mrs. James Pogue and Mrs.
ilarvey Vaughan attended the
SCOUTS
Leaders Training meetealth
f
:
stste
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0 es willersZi''''
7
in Dresden last Thursday. 4
is. Hope Crawford the Nurse Awide
i
ven
vege
by
icheon
e°ntle
keica
r
at
ej
prom the Health Department homare
on artifkal
gave a lesson
Gov• wed Urn. Nunn at the Erthe
explained
tesusitatton and
Invariance ofeach person being emitive Msosim. The scouts
able to administer this type "re mark Kentucky Cokinele
by dm gbirernor.
of life saving,
Mrs. Montez Boyette Kupfer,
55, wife of Atbert A. Kupfcr
and a resident of West Slate
Line in Fulton. died at 12:30
p. m. Tuesday, Starch 2, at the
Hilhiew Hospital.
Born February 15, 1916, in
Gnves County, Kentucky, she
was the daughter of the late
alital and Gladys McAlister
Boyette.
• Survivors include her husband, a daughter, Mrs. Barbara Jean Archie of Bethlehem,
Pa.; two grandchildren, Bill
and Wendy Archie of Bethlehem. Pa., and a brother, Preston Boyette of Paducah.
Services were held at 300
p. m. Thursday, March 4, at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home ChapReverend Gerald Stow, pastor 04 the South Fulton Baptist
Church officiated
Interment
was in the Obion County Men)oils! Craidens.

Loyd C. Bailey

• ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams
We are glad to report Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Parrish are
back in their home after three
weeks in Memphis where Frank
was a patient in the Baptist
Hospital there. He is feeling
better and they wish to thank
everyone for sending
them
cards while there. They are
enjoying
company and their
grand children in their home
now.
I know all our readers around
here are as tired of the cold
wind and snow as I am, but
we know spring can't be to far
away. Our dogs killed a snake
a couple of days before the
snow, guess he thought spring
was here too.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ross Williams in Mayfield, last
Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Aline Williams visited
Mrs. Eula Rozell Monday morning. That's one woman that
can really get her sewing done

fast and nice
Cannon and his family.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Winstead
I hope everyone that likes
heard had their son, Sam Winstead
Sound
the Nashville
Loretta Lynn's program from and family from Alabama, spend
Louisville the other night. I the weekend with them and on
sure enjoyed it.
Sunday all the Winstead childMrs. Gladys Cannon, Mrs. ren and families were home
Nell Winstead, Mrs. Estell together.
Brann and I have been working on our stocking quilts the
past week. They are fascinating • AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Frields
to work on and are really pretty
when finished.
The Rev. Bob Copeland filled
If there are as many black
birds in the other parts of the his regular appointment at New
county as we see going' east Salem Baptist Church the past
here in the morning and back Sunday at 11 a.m. The p.m.
west in the afternoon, there service was devoted to Gospel
surely must be an awful lot of Singing with many
leaders
black birds and think if all taking part, Mr. Marshal!
two little Pewitt and his singers were
those hatch just
birds in the spring, we will have on hand and rendered some fine
vocal music.
a lot of birds.
The evening
We went to Sandy Branch to worship was called off as is the
Church Sunday. Brother Ben custom on each first Sunday
Bowlin is a very able preacher afternoon.
there. We saw a lot of our
Bonnie Bowden has
been
dear old friends and the house moved from the Convalscent
was full even if it was a cold Home in Union City, to the
day.
home of children, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon Mrs. Ken Workman, near Palspent the weekend in Paris, mersville, Tenn. He is imTenn., with their son, George proved some in the past few
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weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields
and son, Kerry, of Tullahoma,
Tenn., arrived for a visit SaturJay and were my guests on
Sunday p.m., as was Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Argo, Hickman,
Kentucky.
Absence on the part of your
writer in last week's issue
of The News, was due to the
fact I was a patient in Fulton Hospital under treatment.
Thanks to everyone who sent
cards and visited me while
there. I do appreciate sour
thoughtfulness.
Rev. and Mrs. Dallas Hemphill, Union City, were here,
and attended church at New
Salem Baptist Church the past
were the dinSunday. They
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Grover True as was Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Rickman.
All
enjoyed the day.
Buton
Lassiter
Mr. and Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis
visited parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Mathis, Sunday afternoon.

LITTE R BUGS
The "no-deposit. no-return"
trend is contributing to litter
problems on Tennessee Valley
1..keshores. A litter count made
during recent cleanups at
eleven TVA lakes shows bottles
und cans making up nearly
half of the litter. Only 3 percent
were returnable bottles while
ten percent were nonreturnable
bottles and 87 percent were

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY
Fulion 472-1341

ea !I 3.

Greenfield Monument Works I
— In Operation 68 Years —

Large Display'
* Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons
*

W. D. Powers
Fulton

Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

Phone 472-1853

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Iniroducin Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Miss Allie Bowles
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CHAPEL HILL METHODIST CHURCH
The Chapel Hill Methodist Church, on the east edge of Obion
County, is one of the oldest churches in the area. It is located four
miles south of South Fulton, just west of Highway 45E.
Frank Sellars, one of the oldest members of the South Fulton
Circuit, says that the earliest records show that the church became
a part of the Hickman Circuit in 1856, but that it was organized a
number of year. before that date. In fact the church records reveal that W. M. Jones joined the church in 1854, and W. S. and
Jane Underwood joined in September 1855.
A few years before 1858, a young minister by the name of
Simpson Weaver came into the community to preach the Gospel.
Although no records are available, it is not at all improbable that
Bro. Weaver organized the church and was.a charter member.
The deed to the four acres of church property was made January 20, 1874, from F. M. Johnson to Simpson Weaver, William

Johnson to W. M. Jones, Martin Chambers and other trustees for
$15.00 cash, January 23, 1892.
There have been three houses of worship on the same location,
the first being a log church. In 1879 a building committee was appointed and, since no records can be found from 1880 to 1906, it is
the assumption that the frame structure was built the first part of
1880. The present church building was erected in 1912. The building
committee was composed of B. B. Jonakin, It. A. Gossum, M. L
Chambers and George Thomas. Not much is said in the records
concerning this. At the second quarterly conference, in April 1913,
it was reported that "the membership at Chapel Hill has completed and paid for a beautiful new church building at a cost of
52,000." After some repairs it is still very beautiful.
In July 1953 the church school decided to build some classrooms
under the church. The church was air-conditioned in 1959.
The W. S. C. S. was organized February 7, 1954, with twelve
members. The Youth Fellowship was organized in 1968.

Jones, J. W. Rankin, J. S. Lennox and B. E. Dodd, trustees, for
$52.20 cash in hand. Deed No. 2 was for one acre from Mary W.

(Picture courtesy of Gordner's Studio)

This Feature Is published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Inter ested In This Community.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market

M & B Gulf Station

South Fulton, Tennessee

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed
07/-9060

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Can Street
Fulton, Ky.
472.1412

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bet*
Hickman, Ky.
234-2655

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—or at your doer
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

E. W. James and Sons
Hickman

SUPERMARKETS
South Fulton
Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472-1471

Henry I. Siegel Company. In
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street
472-1362

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Henry Edwards Trucking
MCM41/2
Clinton, Ky.

653-2771

CO.
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Pages In Aged Ledger Tell Story Of Time And Business
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by Angela Mueller
A worn brown ledger
book, its spine crumbling and its blue pages
stiff with age, reveals
an interesting and historic chapter of Fulton's commercial life
slightly more than a
century ago.
Recently discovered
a
in the effects of
prominent Fulton estate, the ledger held
records of incoming
railroad freight from
Paducah on the pioneer
railroad which opened
to Fulton in 1860. The
ledger begins in January 1861 and ends in
April 1863.
In a neat, precise
handwriting that bookkeepers were taught
to use before they had
typewriters,thefreig_ht
agent listed all incoming freight parcels,
their shipping charges, the senders and
receivers. Dethe
scriptions of the merchandise provide ample evidence of Fulton
County's way of life in
those early Civil War
years.
Meats and vegetables
were rarely shipped
in; the residents of a
community
farming
could provide those
staples for themselves.
But they needed salt,
sugar, flour, molasses, coffee, and coal
large quantities.
in
Coffee was shipped in
sacks, coal in hogsheads (a container approximately twice the
size of a barrel) and
the other items in barrels. Grass seed, clo-

ver seed,
and seed
corn were alio packed
in barrels.
Home furnishings, esstoves and
pecially
beds, were shipped in
parts for the buyers
later.
assemble
to
Housekeeping
was
done without modern
conveniences such as
supermarkets, readyto-wear clothing, and
Washlaundromats.
boards, wagon hubs,
cotton yarn, bolts of
cloth, well buckets,
nails, and rope were
shipped regularly.
Luxury foods included tea, cheese, crackers, candy, pickles,
s eafoods
(herring,
mackerel, lobster, oysters, and sardines),
and nuts (filberts, pecans, almonds, and
Brazil nuts). Crackers
and pickles were shipped in barrels, while
the other items were
boxed. Snuff and spice,s (pepper,cinnamon,
ginger, cream of tartar, and nutmeg) were
other rare items.
Ice cream freezers
were imported with
other household goods,
but ice cream could
have been only a rare
treat.
In September
1861, a cask of ice cost
$1.50 to ship.
In one of the largest
single
consignments
including mainly luxuries, J. W. Sheerer
& Co. of Paducah sent
to F. N. Thomas two
half barrels of beer,
a box of raisins, a
box of candles, I half
barrel of sugar, a bun-

two
die of nutmeg,
boxes of flasks, one jug
of peppermint, and one
The
jug of bitters.
cost:
freight
total
$1.75.
In the, same
month, April 1861, - a
horse could be shipped the same distance
for $3, a bull calf for
$1.50, and a plow for
30 cents.
Fulton
Evidently,
County's early settlers consideredwhiskey a necessity rather
than a luxury, because
arrived in
whiskey
Fulton in almost daily
shipments. In one twoweek period from May
27 to June 12, 1861,
10 of 21 separate shipments were in whole or
in part whiskey, wine,
or beer. Bourbon, ale,
bitters,
schnapps,
brandy, and sarsaparilla were also shipped
in, but in such small
that they
quantities
Were apparently considered luxuries.
Many
Fulton
old
County names appear
on the ledger's pages.
Roots and Carr, a general store in Fulton,
received steady shipments.
W. G. Shaw
paid 25 cents freight
cost for a quantity of
iron in 1862,, J. S. Hubbard of Hickman twice
ordered farm equipalmost
ment,
$40
worth, in the summer
of 1861. His shipments
included
threshers,
feed boards, tumbling
shafts, a mower, a
reaper, sickles, and
a grain wheel.
A quantity of salt was

shipped to "Hornsby"
November
1862.
in
That same year A. C.
Brasfield paid shipping charges of $7 on
barrels of flour, salt,
sugar, whiskey, and
empty boxes.
some
Two men named Beadles, D. C. Beadles
and P. Beadles, received frequent shipOne, identiments.
fied only by his surname, picked up half
a barrel of whiskey,
half a barrel of mack• erel, a keg of nails,
and a barrel of eight
boxes of salt for $4
in 1862.
G. H. Bynum, H. H.
Lovelace, R. M. Luten,
Lyon and Cruse, P.
Cochrum,
Stubblefield,
Hefley,
and
Whitesell are other
familiar names. After late 1862 and early
1863, the ledger entries are less detailed
until in the last dated
entries (April 1863)
only the consignee and
the freight cost are
listed.
Unaccountably,
no
entries
appear between August 1861 and
July
1862. But the
missing eleven months
only emphasize the effect of the Civil War
on Kentucky. Few luxury items are recorded after August
1862. Only two shipments of whiskey arrived
during
that
month, while salt, coffee, paper, iron, leather goods, and food
items
predominated.
leather
the
Among

goods were saddles,
bridles, and parts for
each.
Freight charges soared.
In June 1861, 15
barrels of salt were
shipped for $6, an
average of 40 cents
per barrel. In August
1862, the rate for one
barrel of salt was $1.
time
In the same
period, the rate for
barrel of sugar
a
jumped from 25 cents
to $1; a hogshead of
coal, $1.75 to $3; and
a keg of nails, 20 cents
to 40 cents! Freight
for a barrel of molasses increased from
90 cents in January
1861 to $1.50 in March

1863.
The most dramatic
increase was in coffee,
which traveled for 25
cents per sack in May
1861. In early August
1862,it jumped to 50
cents, and later that
month, to 75 cents.
Perhaps because of
the pressure of supplying armies during
the Civil War, or perhaps because of inevitable changing times,
the ledger's entries
abruptly changed style
after April 1863. On
the book's final pages,
each entry is given a
instead of a
number
detailed description of
its cuntents.1
' It may
have.been "progress"
but it ended the ledger's
almost human
way of coming alive a
century later.

New Goal Set
For County
Bond Sales

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in Fulton's Hospitals the week
of March 10:

Examining entries In the 110-year-old New Orleans and abill
railroad freight lodger book. Ang•la Mueller of the Nrws staff
looks for clues to Fulton County'a peat.

NOTEBOOK—
(Continued from page one)
significant statistic about South Futtori's
very sound, and I do mean sound, financial
condition.
'The city operates on a budget of more
than a half-million dollars a year. Only $28,000.00 of this amount comes from property
taxes. That's right, only $28,000.00.
The balance comes from sgrvices rendered to the people, and fortunately for Tennessee cities, a big, a huge chunk comes from
revenue-sharing of taxes collected , such as
the sales tax.
The "Weak Mayor-Council", (that's what
it is referred to in Tennessee statutes) is as
obsolete as a hitching post and a surrey with
the fringe on top. Only the smallest, the
hamlets almost, now have this form of government.
What a pity to digress, rather than progress, if the government should change.
HISTORIC HOME
The Nlational FFA Center is
located near historic Mt. vernal) in Virginia on 37 acres
which once were part of Washington's estate.

Four Student Jaycette;
Teachers At To Sponsor
South Fulton Bridge Party
•

DELEGATES TO GIRLS STATE: (from left): Anita Cash
Sandra Thompson and Kent Smith were named delegates
week by Fulton High School to Kentucky Girls State, June 14,19

DE CLASS(Cont. from page 1)

Registration
Tuesday For
X.
mdergarten

rolet-Buick; Stephen Walker,
Fulton
Leader, and Penny
Winston, Fulton Bank.
First Period Marketing I includes Darrell Atkins, James
Registration for the private
Barber, Rose Batts, Debra Kindergarten sponsored by the
Cashion, Bobby Collier, Deb- Junior Department of the Fulbie Cruce, Gilda Ingram, Ricky ton Woman's Club will be held
L9tuider, Major Martin, Jr., Tuesday, March 16, from 12:00
Martha Moore, Lela Mai Mor- to 2:00 p.m. at the Woman's
ris,
David
Murphy, Gall Club Building.
Roberts, Vicki
Vaughn and
Tuition fee is $15.00 to be
Dale Yates.
paid every four weeks, plus
Third period Marketing I in- a $5.00 enrollment fee to be
cludes Chuck Beard, Buddy paid the day of registration.
Cardwell, Gary Faulkner, DeChildren, who will be eligible
lorts Garmon, Fara Gooden,, for the first grade 1972-73
Larry
Jamison, Kay lene will be registered.
Mosley, Robert Moss, David
The Fulton Kindergarten is
Netherland, Paul Phelps, Lee taught by Mrs. William Sloan.
Ann Reams, Darlene Snead and
There will be a limited enDale Townsend
rollment•

The sale of Series E and H
Savings Bonds in Fulton County
during January was $18,308 and
the new goal for 1971 is 2245,800. Sales a year ago were
047,009.
In Kentucky, sales for the
month were $5,567,123 which
was 10.4% of the new annual
goal of $53,400,000. Sales a
year ago were $4,821,081.
Nationally, sales of Series
E and H Savings Bonds in
January were $430 million. The
cash value of Savings Bonds
and Notes outstanding reached
an all time high of $52.6 billion.

FULTON HOSPITAL
Joanne Alexander, Dorotha
Bugg, Maud Mitchinson, Mrs.
Aubrey Kirby, Clinton: Virginia
Campbell, Troy Duke, Ina
Hicks, Lonnie Stevens, Water
Valley; Mary Carver, Crutchfield; Paul B. Cummings, Martin; Sue Dell Cunningham, Joe
third, Maud Vincent, Dukedom: C. B. Hendereion, Wingo;
Mary Andrews, Hickman; T. D.
Boaz, J. W. Coleman, Virginia
Colley, Turner Davis, Fred
Dyer, Mrs. Addie Ellegood, Joe
Hall, Lassie B. King, Eunie
Massey, D. M. Merryman,
t'atherine Mills, Cherry Moran,
Horace Reams, Dawson Roper,
Annie Jewell Stinett, Dorothy
vaughan, Mrs. Walker Clinton,
Bessie Lane, Salty Clark, Edward Pewitt, Fulton: Robbie
Clark, Dorothy Gossum, J. H.
Hall, Estelle Heflin, E. B. Newton, Mrs. Willey Oliver, Mace
Rose, Morris Willey, South
Fulton.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Phillip Scarbrough, Union
City; Jo Ruth McKee!, Water
Valley; Laverne Campbell,
Gregory Morris, Clinton; Billie
Doyle Walls, Tina Coltharp,
Wingo; Cecil Wilkins, Drace
Parker, Arnold Fagner, Darla
Cross. Alyva Butler. Mary
Horn. Day Hammock, Larry
Henderson, Allie Williams,
Earl Robey, Fulton.

1st Region Pairings
Carlisle County (31-2)

Carlisle County
Cube (750)

Friday
(16-7)

March 12-7:00

Murray
St. Mary (17-15)
Tilghman (194)

Champ:ea/0p
Saturday
March 13
8:00 o'clock

(Top Photo)
Among the outstanding young people and adults honored Monday
night, March 1 at the annual Bankers Banquet was Doug Goodman, who was nomad Star Farmer of the Fulton County FFA
Chapter. John P. Wilson, massager of the Production Credit AssociatIon, presented this award.
(Bottom Photo)
Brady Williamson of Fulton was hontwort by the Fulton Jaycee*
ea Fulton County's outstanding young farmer of 1970. Williamson accepted hie reward from Randall Jeffries, state director of
Ots Fulton Jaycees.
MISS CONGENIALITY
Miss Jackie Holbe, South
Fulton senior. and daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Hattie, was
named "Miss Congeniality" at
the annual Miss Rural Electrification beauty pageant held in
connection with the National
Rural Electric convention in
Dallas, Texas recently.
FFA MEMBERS
Members of the FFA are students of vocational agriculture
In high school

4.41m•mmmmOr

S. P. MOORE St CO
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 4794664
—Armstrong; Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
--Mega and McGee Cirpoline
Modem and
A-Viking Kitchen Carpeting
•
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More than 126 students
majoring in the School of Education at the University of
Tennessee at Martin are student teaching during the winter quarter at 49 schools in
West Tennessee, Jack H. Rochelle, UTM coordinator of the
student teaching program and
assistant professor of education. has announced. UTM
students serving as student
teachers from South Fulton
are:
Janet Kaye Curtis, Dianne
Foster, Mary Lou Mason and
Joyce G. Perry.

The Fulton Jaycettes' Bridge
Benefit will be held Tuesday,
March 23 at the Fulton Women's
Club at 7.30 p.m.
Reservations will be $1.25
per person. First and second
high winners will receive prizes
and door prizes will also be
awarded. Coffee and refreshments will be served.
Mrs. Hal Warren, 472-2'781,
and Mrs. Lyle Holman, 4721895, are taking reservations.

MEN NEEDED
Indite area to train as

INITIATED
l'ROSE BOWL: Nearly every.
Gail Rice Bushart, daughter body has 20-20 hindsight . .
of Dr. and Mrs. Glynn Bus- Don't gall me; I'll gall you
h,ant of Court Drive, was for— Harry C. Bauer
mally initiated into Kappa Delta
Sorority recently. She 16 .a
sophomore at Florida Southern
College in Lakeland, Florida.
FFA MEMBERS
There ere more than 14,000
members of FFA in 'Kentucky's
157 vocational agriculture departments.

BOOST
Kentucky Farm Bureau Mutual, the state's second largest
single-car insurer, has imbed
for an overall increase in its
auto insurance rates amounting
to about nine per cent-

Fa

Paris For All —
Eledric Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
J•welry Company

LIVESTOCK
BUYERS
LEARN TO BUY CATTLE.
HOGS AND SHEEP
at sal. barna, Ned Iota and
rartcbos. art grater to gala
man 21 to IS with lIntagoot onpenance. For km& Intordittu
mita sou phona, addrtnat sod
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NATIONAL NUT PACKERS
TRAINING
234 E. Town, daK V-4I
Columbus, Okla 43311

BEGINNING
SATURDAY,
MARCH 13TH
WE WILL BE CLOSED SATURDAYS AT NOON

C. R. BENNETT
TINE COMPANY
4th and Depot Sheets
FDLTON, NY.
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U.S. Loans Helped
2.5 Million Students

became effective, 2.5 million students have borrowed nearly $3
billion. Loans rose form $77 milWASHINGTON -Since the lion in fiscal 1966 to OM million
Higher Education Act of 1965 in fiscal MO.

1971

Ray's
FRIED CHICKEN
Barbecue

Call Vs

lif,TON. KENTUCKY

GOLDEN BROWN

1 Ghia
staff

Fourteen area high school stu!' have scored the highest of all
dents have been named Star Stu- students taking the test in his
dents, according to Keith E. school, Davis added.
Davis, chairman of the Kentucky
The Star Student in turn selects
Chamber of Commerce Educa- a Star Teacher, a teacher who
tion and Public Affairs Council, has made the greatest contribusponsors of the event.
tion to the student's scholastic
High school Star Students from achievement, Davis said.
178 participating schools were
designated on the basis of
Area Star Student s, Star
achievement as related by the Teachers, and high schools
are:
College Board Scholastic AptiDavid Douglas Boaz, Mist
tude Test taken before Dec. 31, Elizabeth
Carter, Mayfield High
1970, Davis said. To become a School; Randall Calvin F 10
y d,
Star Student, the student must Freddie R. Simmons, Ballard

9 - Pieces _ $1.99
479-9082

Farming Equip. - Dairy Cattle & Stock Cattle
- MAKE PLANS NOW TO ATTEND -

J. D.
McDA.NIEL
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RAIN OR SHINE - LUNCH WILL BE SERVED

PARIS, TENNESSEE
SALE WILL BE HELD ON THE FARM LOCATED ON
HWY. 54, FIVE MILES WEST OF PARIS.

BARDWELL, Ky. - Taking
21 more shots from the field and
hitting six more, Fulton County's
Pilots roared to a 73-60 victory
over Fulton City Thursday night
to earn a spot in the First
District championship game.
"Roar" actually might not be
the proper word, although the
score indicates as much. The two
teams were knotted at 48 entering the fourth quarter, and the
Pilots led by only a handful
with just two minutes to So in
the tontest.

HAVE SOLD MY DAIRY FARM

53 head of dairy cattle sell in dispersion

bat

1-Purebred Holstein Bull, 3 years old
4-1st Calf Heifers
26-2nd Calf Heifers
10-Cows up to 4th & 5th Lactations
12-Holstein Heifers under 6 month

;as

lith
the
:ov-

These are large type Holsteins in a good flow of milk. Some
of the cows are just hints. Individual health certificates will
be furnished with each animal. Thine cattle were bought out
of the north as Heifers and raised in Tenn. If you need some
herd replacements then attend this sale.
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Farina' Number,
Amount Of Land
Still Dipping

MILK QUOTA - APPROX. 740 Lbs.

71 Stock or Beef Cattle will sell first
28-Heifers from 250 - 400 lb.
17-Bulls,250 - 400 lb.
9-Bulls, 450 - 600 lb.
5-Heifers, 450 - 500 lb.
6-Heifers,around 600 lb.
6-Heifers, 2 yr. old, bred or calves by side
These cattle

Virgil Rains Quits
State House Race
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Virgil Rains, 39-year-old former
Mayfield High School football
coach, has withdrawn as a candidate for 3rd District State Representative. The post is presently
held by Lloyd Clapp, Wingo.

Memorial High School; Robert
Lee Schueler, Ruthanne Williamson. Caldwell County High
School; Timothy E. Fannin,
Ruth Hightower Smith, Calloway
Rains is executive director of
County High School; Richard
the Annie Gardner Foundation, a
Hall, Helen Q. Bennett, Murray
charitable organization.
High School; Robert B. Holland
Jr., Bob Stewart, Fulton County
shoo
c IS
High
;chool; Bennie B. Alderdice, Livingston Central Higff

Patricia Williams, Katee L.
Miller, Lone Oak High School;
Carol Gail Green, Mary F. Garrett, Reidiand High School; Shelley Raye Tapp, Katherine Truman Cooper, Paducah Tilghman
High School; Susan M. Kennedy,
Brother Leonard Spengler, ESC,'
St, Mary High School; Anna
Louise Gordon, Mrs. Paula Hill,
North Marshall High School;
Donald Eugene Futrell, Jack M.
Alexander, Benton High School;
Deborah D. Gray, Mrs. E. L.
George McFarland, a 5-10/
1
2 Mason, Trig.County High
senior, rammed in 12 of his School.
game-topping 21 points in the
fourth canto to push the Pilots
HAVE AN ART
to their 11th victory against 13,
defeat.

WASHINGTON -The number
of American farms and the
amount of land in farms continue to decrease. About 2,876,000 farms will be In operation
this year - down 1.5 per cent
from 1970, down 26 per cent
from a decade earlier, and the
smaIlest number since the lfflOs.

9;
PROBLEM •

1

Fulton City, ending at 3-18,
had a four-man double figure
attack, as did the winners, and
they actually out shot Fulton
County.

Artist Supplies
ACRYLICS, OILS,
MEDIUMS, CANVAS,
BRUSHES, EASELS
"Shop in our Complete
Art Department"

4

Sherwin-Williams

kg

4

The Bulldogs' 23-for-45 field
goal night gave them a per
centage of 51, but Fulton County fired up 66 shots, hitting
29 for 44 per cent. The Pilots
hit one more free throw, 15,
than did the Bulldogs.

Lake St.

The Pilots rushed to a 10-point
advantage early in the contest,
but Fulton City wouldn't fold.

•

Doug Goodman added 17 points
and Scotty Wright 16 for Fulton
County. Charles Campbell hit
16 for the losers..

•
•

Fulton, Ky.

Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales

FDS SPRAY

Office - First Federal Building 5874722 or 587-3601

MARTIN, TENNESSEE
Night: Marvin E. Alexander 587-4568
Or Wendell Alexander 364-2855

$1.09

Railroad Salvage
Company

MORE PEOPLE ARE SELLING THE ALEXANDER W,AY

Dusting Powder

-711.

•

•

f
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REGISTER HERE I
WIN $100 cash

Pi"

7.I5stI5 7.7544
@Male

BLACKWALL
TUBELESS

13-4n. Size
Reg. 99c

*'

or

2

CREST

p.

Poplin, Acetate and Nylon, 100% acetate.
(Values to $1.98)

•,

Boron ____ 5c CARD
ant'

Fringe and Trims
2 Yards 25c

1

•

'

fit_ FULTON SEWING CENTER
"Yoar Local
SINGER Dealer"

P

2

701 :r.dwav

Hi hw

a

$2.14
r.2
Is
Na

Sirs 6.30 I 13 blackest!
Metes, 51,5 51 75 5.4
Tea. Pio brads 5.54a0

at.

Because of ae expected
dants•e tits
icieasess Wes, we may
run silt el maw slits
thetas this offer. bet we
rill be 5.595 le mem'
your size tire at the
eeteitised price sad
hem you a reM dwelt
for fulur• defter, Of Me
marchandlse

I'. Tax.
trade needed.

$1.79
BIGHT GUARD

•

Deodorant
7-or; Reg. $1.9

Attracts & picks up
dirt like magic

-3 forT3

$100
Ideal to clean up lint, dog.
and cat hair. Will not scratchA
-polishes as it cleans.Wash- W
able and sturdily built.

2.

master charge

3.

Now at your nearby GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

99c
EXCEDRIN
1Ws
Reg $1.63

$1.19
Ta.31sills•••

MANS DRUG CO.
Lake O.

Liquid Cenier
"Go-Flite"

WAYS TO
1.
PAY AT
GOODYEAR

3

•

Magnetic
Broom

Gives consistent long distance & accuracy. Lasting
tough cover. A greet value at
this low-low price!

PROTEIN 21

14-ex. Size
Reg, $2.49

yds. a

I

$

Spalding
Golf Balls

SHAMPOO
Including 100% Cotton,
Polyester and Cotton.

en tier
eau Peet RIMS

PRICE BREAK SPECIAL

69c

100% Polyester Double Knit
Large Assortment of Fabrics

ANTHONY'S WIGS

SUAVE
Hair Spray

Toothpaste
Family Size

$3.88 yd.

Now open Wednesday thru Saturday 10 am. to 5 pm.
Closed Monday and Tuesday
After 5 m. by appointment.-Phone (901) 479-1705

GOODYEAR -THE OILY MAKER Of POLYOLAr TM'S

Steak/44 Ka!
Spring-Easter
Savings

Regularly $4.98
and $5.98 Yard

ANNOUNCES NEW HOURS
To Serve You Better

LAMER WES-ONE LOW MICE

15-oz, Size
Rag. $1.00

54c

V-41

(THE GREATEST NAME IN HAIR GOODS)

• Glean sidewall design, radial darts on
shoulder • Triple-tempered nylon cord
construction•Buy now at these low prices

POND'S

Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.

Anthony's Wigs of South Fulton

Our lowest SAVE NOW THRU SAT. NIGHT
priced 4-Ply Nylon Cord tire "All-WeatherTr Blackwell

3-oz. Size

We Make Keys

Hobart Shoe Service,
204 Main St. Fulton
472-1084
ihmrimmew.ensErwrwrwAselismener

PRICES
UT

Reg. $1.50

Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer

Shoe Repair While You Wait
Quality Workmanship We do ”build-up" work
Open Tues. thru Sat:
7:30 - 5:30

GOODfrifEARs"v
STOi"
RES

WALL PAINT

$2.99 gal.

police activities and entitled Law
NEW YORK-The publisher of and Order is, appropriately, Wila monthly magazine devoted to liam C. Copp.

Licensed by Tenn. State Board of Cosmetology.
Turn at Yellow Blinker Light at Park Terrace Motel in South
Fulton
Come 3 Blocks on McKinney Road - Corner House on Right
IN mAYFIELD-Visit ANTHONY'S WIG SHOP, 203 South
5th St.
, Next door to Grill Restaurant). Mayfield Hours: Mean. thru Sat.
10 am, -S pin.
(CLOSED THURSDAYS)

SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drag

J. D. McDANIEL
Route 1, Paris, Term., Phone 642-0878 or

Aptly Named

(517 VANCIL ST.- SOUTH FULTON, TENN.)

are Hereford or Angus Cross with Holstein. They
will sell at Mr. McDaniel's new residence lis mile east of
the
dairy end equipment sale.
•Phl.
is33 411
- FAItlki tau1PMENT ..:L.
3. 46 le
- Land In iaTms, at Lilt blffreiif
A. C.-D-17 Tractor, 962 Md. Sprayer, (wheel type)
ruvroN CO. (73)-atr.Fartand CI.
acres, Is off only .4 of 1 per
Goodman 17. Wright le. Calderon 14.
3x14" A. C. Plow
cent from a year ago and only nimbus"' 4. Sheehan I.
Sprayer, (3 point hitch)
FULTON CITY 10)---Camabell IC
W Case Wheel Disc
5 per cent below a decade ear- Smith
Case Haybaler
14. Large 13. Moore 13. Rice 2.
2 Row A. C. Cultivator
2 Harrows
lier.
Whitnel R. Dolton, C. Tharp.
A. C. Sidedresser
Cultipacker
The estimated size of farms
A. C. Mower 7', like new
A. C. Silage Cutter, (1 row)
this year, 389 acres, is up from
Gravity flow little giant trailer Poet Hole Digger
383 acres last year and 306 acres
Case Easy Flow
6' Disc Trail Type
in 1961.
Case rotary hoe on wheels
Chain Hoist
14ardland Drill
- Many Items Too Numerous To Mention.LATEX
- FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT Tin ltemi

emenmer

ss

Of interest to Homemakers

Fulton Co. Pilots
Dump Fulton City

Wednesday, March 17, 10:00 A.M., 1971

enenom
as

THURSDAY, MARCH 11, 1971

Star Students, Teachers
Named At 14 Area Schools

79 9082

5- rieces _ $1.00
CALL US

THE NEWS: =

Fulton

•

FULTON
100 West State Line
4711000
Open Daily 7:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.

+••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Tires aid batteries priced ceopetitevely at the fellewhig Dealer:
CURIES ROBERT BENNETT GOODYEAR 4th 1 Depot
Woe, K.

•

Reserve Hospital Unit
Activated In Paducah
The 807th Station Hospital (300
bed), of the U.S. Army Reserve,
was activated officially Monday
at the U.S. Army Reserve Center on Park Avenue, and Col.
Sydney G. Dyer of La Center
assumed command of the unit.
Col. Dyer said there still are
vacancies in almost all categories of the unit which will include doctors, dentists, nurses
and other Army medical specialists. Both trained prior service
and non-prior service personnel
will be considered for 142 enlisted vacancies in the 177-man
unit, according to reserve
spokesmen.
The spokesman noted that although the unit's official designa•
bon is a 300-bed unit, it will not
be an operating hospital accepting and treating patients. The
807th unit will function as does
any other Army Reserve unit,
providing trained personnel to
fulfill a specific need in time of

fescue pastures without other
feed for 42 days and gained nine
pounds after the weaning of
calves in October. Where
clovers composed 40 to 50
percent of the pasture plants,
the cows stayed on the pastures
without other feed for 85 days
and gained 52 pounds following
the weaning of calves in October, The increased grazing
reduced the winter feeding period and also put more weight
on the cattle.
It was demonstrated in this
experiment that quality pastures not only increased weight
gains and condition grades of
the calves, but also reduced
the winter feed bill by extending the grazing season. Therefore, beef returns were increased on the acreage used.
February and early March
Is the time to renovate pastures
by fertilizing and placing clover
back in the pastures.

ORION COUNTY

civil or national emergency.
For the unit to actually be engaged in treating patients, it
would have to be called to active
duty by the President dl the
United States.
Col. Dyer, operator of a medical clinic at La Center, said the
unit will hold Its first meeting
Saturday at 8 a.m. at the Reserve Center here. That meeting
will be for the purpose of getting
the hospital unit organized and
taking enlistments, he said.
The 807th Station Hospital will
operate under the command of
the 2291st General Hospital at
Fort, Hayes, Ohio. Four members of the 2291st unit's staff
will attend the session Saturday
and Sunday to help get the local
unit started, a reserve spokesman said.
The activation of the hospital
unit here culminated more than
three years of work by local
reserve officers, as well as city

COL. SYDNEY G. DYER

QUALITY PASTURES INCREASE BEEF RETURNS
One of the measures of pasture quality is the percentage
of clover it contains. Thirty
to fifty percent clover is desirable in beef pastures. Research has shown that cattle
gain more rapidly when this
amount is present.
In an experiment In Tennessee where fescue pastures
were renovated and clover
planted, the calves gained an
average of 0.3 pounds per day
more and averaged almost onethird grade higher than calves
on pure fescue stands. Average
daily gains were 1.56 pounds
before renovation and
1.86
pounds afterward. While suckling the calves, the cows gained
91 pounds during the summer
before renovation. Cows gained
96 pounds during the summer on
pasture while suckling calves
after clovers were planted in
the pasture.
The length of the grazing season can also be extended by
putting clover back in the pastures. In the experiment mentioned. cows stayed on the pure

slightly over 1100 pounds.
When you sit down to eat a
steak, stop and think of what
went into it. About 17 pounds
of corn, four pounds of hay and
two pounds of protein supplements.
According to livestock people, figure it out this way a
10-ounce steak represents 1.3
pounds of carcass beef, or about
2.2 pounds of live steer. Since
a feeder steer gains about two
pounds a day, one steak(sequel
to about a day's red meat production of the steer. The feed
figures are the approximate
daily diet of the average steer.
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•Ight party Ilnee." Mr. stray.
horn noted.
obi Ohio* County, we have
buried to excites of 400 Wise
of cable this wet year. Thts
pray of this work Wa•In eon.
noctico with our program Of ell.
A. 13, Strayhorn, South Cen- nitrating four snd eight-party
tral Bell manager, has announc- lines in the county," Mr, Wrayed that South Central Dell Tete- horn added.
PhOne Company set an alkaffni
record in 1970 with thd tradition
This past year was a good
of some 89,600 new telephones in one for South Central Bell la
the state.
Obtoo County, as approximately
"During the 12-mooth per- 350 new main telephones were
iod," Mr. Strayhorn saki, "the added. Thla includes growth In
total number of telephones in the the Kenton, Mon, MVOS, Troy,
South Central Hell aree grew Hornbeak, and Union City esfrom 1,553,000 at the beginning changea.
60 Climbers Killed
of the year to 1,842,000 at the
end, representing the installaOn Chilkoot Trail
tion of almost 448,000 teleEarly European harps were
SKAGWAY, Alaska—In April phones."
strung with braided horsehair
1896 an avalanche killed more
Earlier studies have shown
The triangular Irish
than 60 people climbing the that, due to other changes In ser- or gut.
brass strings and au
Chilkoot Trail. The steep trail, vices, South Central employes harp had
with specially grown.
used by gold seekers, started at must install about five new tele- plucked
fingernails.
Dyes, now a ghost town near phones to realise a net gain of hooked
one.
Skagway, crossed the Coast
Mountains and ended 35 miles
"In addition to telephone
away at Lake Lindeman in Brit- growth, South Central added sevPICTURE FRAMING
new and enlarged services
eral
ish Columbia.
throughout the state and completed a huge construction proAustralia was visited by 57,- gram for new buildings,telephone
Union City, Tennessee
cables, central office equip598 North Americans last year. ment and elimination of many

South Central
Shows Growth

and state officials and the
LOCAL FARMERS FEED
Greater Paducah Chamber of
STEERS
Commerce.
We
saw a truck loadof choice
The unit was released by the
steers at Reelfoot last week
nth Army Reserve Command in
from the Parnell and Robert
New York in order for it to be
Garrigan farm. You could visit
relocated here.
all over the corn-belt and not
Col. Dyer said the reserve's
find a better looking load of
mission for the unit will be anchoice steers which weighed
nounced in the near future. He
•••
•
• OOOOOO. OOOOOOOOO OOOOOOO •
said his plans call for the 807th
• • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••
••
•••
••••
O
• •• •• •• •• •
••••••••••
S
i ••••••
••••• • •
• • • q••••••
to be "an elite, self-sufficient, is..
••••••
••••••
• ••
••••••
•••••••
••
•
•
functional unit."
•
•
••••
Col. Dyer, 58, is a native of
••••
•
BOYS' 3-7
••
Raleigh, N.C. He attended the
••
•
College of William and Mary,
•
•
the University of North Caro•
lina, and received his medical
degree from the University of
Louisville.
DOUBLE BREASTED STYLES
He served his intership at the
Double
breasted blazer with contrastCalifornia Hospital in Los Angeles.
ing flare pants, or matched suit in
Col. Dyer served three years
Navy, Brass or Olive.
of active duty during WW II,
•
serving in the European Theater,
COMPARE AT $10
In 1981 he was recalled to active duty with a reserve unit
here which was placed on active duty during the Berlin
Crisis.
•
He holds the Bronze Star with
V device, the American Defense
Medal, the National Defense
•
,
' ••
Medal, the Victory Medal, the
•• •
, ,,::• •• •••• ••••••••• • •••••••••• Cs.
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
European Theater Medal with OOOOO • OOOOOOOOOO
.
O•OOO5OOOO*OOOO••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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•
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MedalpationMeci
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CUSTOM

eo1ow9 Shop,

SUITS

It's the American way to go when you want
dress-up good looks with all the inside ease
of a casual. The creators of EASY STREET
make it easy for you to be comfortably in
fashion ... keep your budget within bounds.
That's why everybody is moving to EASY
STREET ...

TD

c.

zom. 0{)atnilict,

vice.

GIRLS' SIZES 2-6X

CREW OR ANKLE STYLE

KNIT TO

FIRST QUALITY

100% COTTON

Bay Family Shoe Store
Lake SITetd

Fulton, Ky.

•

SHIRTS

•

•

••• LATEST SPORT AND DRESS STYLES
•••
ALL PERMANENT PRESS

CLIP THESE
COUPONS St
TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR GREAT
PROMOTION!

GIRLS'PANTIES

•

100% NYLON-LACE TRIM
ELASTIC WAIST & LEGS
WHITE
AND
PASTEL
COLORS
•
4-14

•••
•

FOR

100% COTTON PRINTED

PILLOW CASES

••
•
••
•
••
•
••
•
••
•
••
•
••
•
••
•
••
•
••
•
••
•
••
•

•
•
•.
•

MEN'S
S-M-L
14-17,

••.•••

•

•

BOYS' •
SIZES •
8-18 •
•

GENERAL ELECTRIC PORTABLE

HAND VAC

•
•
•
•
•
•

•••
••
•
FITS STANDARD PILLOWS ••
•
1111
S.
2 FREE PRINTS
ASSORTED PATTERNS—COLORS
BIG IN SUCTION POWER
••
One 8'10" Print (keg. 9901I5E
•
PLUS One 4"x5" Print (Reg. 29c)
••
us"
•
SW ~ON
••
Pra'MU
•
•
•
This Ciluallrl
•
wenn
S.
valid Mar. 6 Thru
884
••
Mar. 13, 1971
•
••
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••••••••
SPANDREL
PRE-SHRUNK

•

COMPACT IN SIZE

FREE

with your coupon and $5 purchase

NE 8"x10"PLUS ONE

4'

Cheese from me 750 cbtorlui brush strobe pmts.
Never before have you seen Such outstanding

replicas of the world's most treasured masterpieces
this week, you can even get 2 prints, free'
Custom-crafted, frames and decorator accents.
too — yours now it sale prtceS

SPECIAL SAVINGS ON ALI, DECORATOR ACCESSORIES

'

•

•

Mai. •9.11

$4.99

V .11.1 1.1“. IS,,.

March 13

this

MIMS I

•

1)K,Ier charge
O

P.N.HIRSCH ts. CO.

maAer charge

•
•
•

REGISTER HERE I
615 BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON
REGISTER HERE;
•
•
WIN $100 CASH
WIN $100 CASH
•••••••••••• ••••
HQUX11:. Alikg14410311111,...8:3
3
0
_
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re.t•
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Sat
•
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•
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•
•
•
•
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MEN'S-BOYS' SHORT SLEEVE

COLOR- FAST
PRE-SHRUNK

OPEN FRIDAY EVENINGS TIL 8
for your shopping convenience

muff TkIggog i

0
He has operated the Dyer •
•
'
Clinic in La Center since found- • ••••
•• •••
•••••••
••• ••••••••••
•••••••
• • •••••
•••••••
•••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••
•*•
lb * * * •
ing it in 1953.
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D oweibi*
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The annual hog calling •
•
••
•
,contest was held at the •
•
••!
lialyersity's Agriculture Pavillon •
OO
(0110'wing the Agriculture Club's •
February meeting.
Fifteen eager contestants •
•••••
Save on 4-pr. pack craw socks or striped anklets.
•
participated in the event. The •
SHORT SLEEVES
•
•
purpose of the contest was to •
7-10
••
select the best hog caller. • Close out by famous maker of
•
REG.4-PR.$1.19
•••
Volume and originality were the •
•
1007. cotton knit tops styled
two areas taken into.
•••
•
PRS.
with crow neck or collars in a
consideration by the judges,
•••
•
The judges of the contest • large selection of bright
stripes
•••
•
were: Barbara Jeffrey, secretary •
•••
and solid colors. Short sl
.
of the agriculture department;
•
••
Dr. C.H. Chaney and Dr. J.D.
•
••
Mikulcik, both professors of
•
•
agriculture.
••
•
•
Phil Clifton, of Watervalley,
••
•
was the winner.
••
Clifton was presented a
••
trophy by Elizabeth Cloud,
•
sweetheart of the Agriculture
Club. The trophy was
appropriate, being a gold plated
•
replica of a hog.
S.
•
The water in 22-mile-long
SMART
ALL THE •
Lake Tahoe could cover a flat
NEW
LATESTS
•
area the size of the State of CalSPRING
COLLAR •
ifornia to a depth of more than
COLORS
14 inches.
STLYES

Student Captures
•
Hog Calling Title .
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PORK ROAST

7 RIB END

SUPER-RIGHT

Mr. Stray.

by Laurence M. Runk M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
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NUTRITION A LA CARTE
•Extensive reseerch has failed in the human body are swath
to show that the absence or
presence of any food or vitamin
in the diet will either cause or
cure arthritis. Careful medical
examination of people who claim
they have been helped with trick
diets would show that most of
them are self-diagnosed arthritics, rather than genuine suffers
of rheumatic disease,
•Older men and women average mole than 30 percent below the recommended amounts
of calcium they should get daily.
If they would drink more milk,
or eat its equivalent in other
dairy foods, they'd be better off
One of the most prevalent diseases for older people is osteoporosis. It softens and makes bones
smaller. More calcium will help
offset this.
•You've probably heard that
potassium is an essential nutrient. But few people understand
its function. Potassium, along
with other chemicals In our
bodies, serves to transmit the
electric currents that are essential for our brains, muscles,
heart, and nerves to operate. Potassium is widely distributed
among common foods, especially
'fruits and vegetables.
•Remember the old tale about
the human body being worth 98
cents for the chemicals it contains? Well, according to research scientists, the chemicals

much more today, abotst 800 dollars. The new value is due to
the high coat of obtaining enzymes and nucleic acids in purified form for research.
• It's hard for an adult to get
enough vitamin B regularly unless at least ,two glasses of milk
are used each day to supply
about half his need. Even with
two glasses of milk, you need
several other good sources of
this vitamin each day. These
include beef, liver, eggs, vegetable greens, dried beans, cheese,
ice cream.
•There's no doubt that individuals perform best when they are
well-nourished. Science has not
shown that athletes are helped
to greater achievement by taking
special supplements or vitamin
pills. Foods are the preferred
source of nourishment. Only •
physician knows when supplements are really desirable.
•Compared with 50 years ago,
Americans now consume (0 percent less calories per person.
Sounds encouraging, doesn't it?
But think of this: 50 years ago,
more people worked it physical
labor and needed more calories.
Today, we have more older
people and their calorie needs
are generally less. So, cut down
on calories or increase your exercise.

•

•

•
•
•
•
ES

Claps of distant thunder failed
to dampen Freddie's determination to finish his round of golf.
But when the rain began to fall,
he took hasty refuge in a weather shelter near the thirteenth tee.
Moments later, a bolt of
lightning struck the shelter and
knocked Freddie flat. For the resulting injuries, he filed a damage
suit against the management of
the club.
"I realize the lightning itself
was an act of God," he told the
court. "But they invited trouble
when they put that shelter where
they did. They put it right out in
the open, on high ground. No

wonder it was struck by lightning."
However, the court decided
that Freddie had no case. Even
if the shelter's location was less
than ideal, said the court, the
chance of such a freak accident
was still too remote to pin the
blame on the management.

L:B6558:

Pork Chops
FIRST CUT
Pork Chops
CENTER CUT RIB
Pork Chops

WISC. RUSSET
POTATOES

.LB884
LB984

CENTER CUT LOIN

Pork Chops

4L.. CAN 69

Picnic Ham
FRESH ROASTING

Chickens(3% LBS. 8'
OSCAR MAYER (REG. OR BEEF)
Bologna
8PIU49
BACON
4
Ends & Pieces
UP)

LB.39

a<994

VERY ITEM BELOW IS EITHER1OCOR SA YES YOU 1000R MOR

"Lightkiing," said the court, "is
inconsjstent (and) inscrutable. It
is no respecter of persons, places
or occasions."
When a golfer pays his fee,
he is entitled to reasonably safe
conditions on the course. But, as
Freddie's case illustrates, he does
not get a guarantee of absolute
safety.
Nor can he blame the management for an injury that might
well be the fault of another
golfer.
Thus, the management was
held not liable when a golfer sat
down on a bench and it tipped
His argurncnt was, that,llie r ,
'bad been ,placed negligen ffn uneverti"neBut the
court said there was no way of
telling whether the bench had
been put there by employees of
the club or by some other golfer.
On the other hand, the management can indeed be held responsible for failing to ward off
foreseeable accidents. In another
case, a golfer walking through
the parking lot was knocked
down by a wayward tee shot. As
it happened, balls flew that way
with considerable frequency. Yet,
no fence had been erected as a
safeguard.
This time, the club had to pay
substantial damages to the victim. The judge said it was not
hard for the management to put
up a fence — and not hard to
foresee accidents if it didn't.
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Carrots
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EEP BROWN BEANS
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which has found general acceptance in several languages,
is actually the surname of •
French general, Jean Marti-

net, who was chosen from the
ranks by young King Louis
XIV to build an army of
highly disciplined soldiers.
A lieutenant colonel in the
King's Regiment of Foot until
his promotion to inspector
general, Martinet proved to
be exactly what the king was
looking for in his quest for
military glory and his ambition to make France the most
powerful nation in Europe in
the 17th century. Between
1880 said 1672, using • predoe, persistent system of
drill, Martinet trained his
men to fight as• unit, marching in line, holding their
places tinder fire, shooting in
volley at command. All this
required that the soldiers under his command be drilled,
drilled, drilled.
Martinet succeeded in turning out the world's strongest
army at the time, but he was
not well liked by his own men
who spoke his name as an
epitome for an autocratic disciplinarian. Sappcbadly by sea/oak Martinet was shot and

Lolli-Pups
Dog Food

A1LY DOG FOOD

50

AMERICAN BEAUTY

Tomato Juice 14-oz. can

04

Corn Muffin Mix

PK G1.

04

6 OZ.1
CAN

killed by his own troops in
the seige of Dusiberg in 1872.
Persons who have gained
public attention, along perhaps with some public adoration, are said to be in the
limelight. This unusual phrase

had its beginning in the theater. Before 1816, when Thomas Drummond introduced a
new type of light, stages were
not too well lit. Using a Collector and a cylinder of lime,
which could be heated to incandescence by a flame,
Drummond devised an intensely bright spotlight The
placing of this limelight on
any particular actor on the
stage immediately focused the
audience's full attention upon
him. From this, the word
evolved to include anyone in
a conspicuous position.
The first month after marriage is known the world over
as the honeymoon. This holiday for the bridal couple
dates back to antiquity when
it was the custom of the newlyweds to drink daily of a potion containing honey for a
period of 30 days, which corresponds to the lunar month
or a complete cycle of the
moon. The word is also used
today to describe a period of
unusual harmony, as between
the President and the Congress. —44015551 Pro•
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Pears

EVAPORATED

Webster's

CHOC.

ANJOU

Bridgeford Bread
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Grapefruit
Potatoes
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CAN

BAKE IN BOX

Martinet,

HERSHEY'S

PINK OR WHITE FLA.

IDAHO RUSSET (80's)
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Cabbage
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•
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Dictionary, means "one who
lays 'trees on a rigid adherence to the details of forms
and methods." The word,
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SOUTHERN STAR CANNED

An American Bar Association public service feature by Will Bernard.
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VIVA
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Student Representative Enjoys'Middle' Status
By SHERRY CAREY
An accounting and pre-laVI "Not only the people of Mur sponse—along with the personal
MURRAY, Ky.—Darryl Calla- major, the son of Mr. and Mrs ray, but the people throughout type of relationship among
• ban of Canmer (Hart County) Jeff Callahan of Canmer has the entire lake area extend open faculty, administration and stu'enjoys being the man in the
. _ arms to the student body," In dents—has served to enhance the
himself into a wine said.
ped
lung
"I feel this kind of re ,*academic. community.".'
. middle •at Murray State UM,
mm
ety
of
activities
vari
campus
dur- • versity.
his four years at Murray
gs the student repreentative
'on the university boat! of re- State.
'gents, the 2I-year-old senior is Be has served two years on
• the hason between the student the judicial board of student
body and the nine-member gov- government and was selected
erning board. He has served in this year to "Who's Who in
..the post since he was chosen by American Colleges and Univertbe student body in a special sities." His other memberships
. election last fall.
include Omicron Delta Kappa
Although he is a non-voting men's leadership fraternity,
member, along with the faculty Woolsack Pre-Law Club, Ac....representatives on the board, he counting Societ y, Phi Beta
.1sas the privilege of making me- Lambda professional business
Cn and expressing himself fraternity, MSU College Re....
'd reely on all policy matters. He publicans and Lambda Alpha so----points with pride to board Sc- cial fraternity.
ons since he became a member.
Callahan, who is heading for
"There has been more of an the University of Kentucky Col4
- :40m line this year between stu- lege of Law next fall, was a
-1:141nts and administration at Mur legislative intern last year in
State than at any other unl- the Kentucky House of Rep:221fersity in Kentucky, and more resentatives.
this been done to show students Besides serving as an aide to
opinions and wants do get William H. DeMarcus, House
:110.sideration," Callahan said. , minority leader, and Walter
:7
mentioned two changes Baker, assistant minority floor
Specifically — self-regulated dor- leader, be researched prospecmitory hours for women with live legislation and handled other
parental consent and replace- duties during the 1970 session.
ment of the mandatory ROTC Despite the disadvantages he
program with a voluntary pro- sees in some ways because of
gram. Callahan represented stn--Murray
Murray State's geographic Incadent viewpoint in the discussion tion, Callahan thinks the uniof both policies, which become versity's location does have
effective next fall,
some redeeming values.
Darryl Callahan

Inspection Approves, Exempts Several
Western Kentucky Meat Processors
Several Western Kentucky slaughter'
'houses and processing plants are among
the 184 plants across the state which
_
•
either have been approved under the
Kentucky meat inspection program, or
are exempt from its provisions.
The list of approved and exempted
plants was released Saturday, by the
Kentucky Department of Agriculture,
just prior to the start of a second series
•
of inspections which will determine if
Kentucky's state inspection is equal to
▪
the federal inspection program.
21.

Kentucky's program failed the previals inspection because of three areas
of weakness, according to Agriculture
Commissioner J. Robert Miller. The
weak points included lack of cooperation on the part of 1001 authorities
in enforcing the law; smianitsev COIF
CIR10•• 131 • rinetber WOW% ud air
insidflcient number of ftdly-experiesiced inspectors to cover all of the plants.

few weeks has decreased the deficiencies. The efforts have included the closing of one problem plant and steps to
set up hearings for other operators who
are having trouble meeting inspection
requirements, a state official said.
The inspection program chief, Dr. R.
J. Henshaw, said the state is also engaged in setting up its own meat inspection lab and has a veteniarian being
trained to train new meat inspectors for
the state.
Commissioner Miller and Dr. Henshaw both are optimistic that Kentucky's inspection program will be
found equal to the federal program in
the Inspection of 75 plants selected at
random in the testing which begins
Monday. The period of testing is expected to take four to five weeks, of*leis said.

ningham. These plants are approved for
the shipment of their products in interstate commerce.
Other approved inspected processing
plants are Spaulding Packing Co., Mayfield Rt. 4; Harry Ross Packing Co., Paducah Rt. 6; Ken Lake Provisions,
Fancy Farm and Bollmer Provision Co..
Paducah.
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LBL News
rrWENTY free boat launching areas along the Kentucky Lake'. Lake Barkley shoreline in Land Between the Lakes provide
easy access to some of the top bass and crappie fishing bays
on these two giant impoundments. Most of the lake access areas
have picnic tables and grills, concrete boat launching ramps,
and chemical toilets. Six of the areas have drinking water.
For those not interested in water sports the access areas
are ideal picnic spats, and many have shaded tables and grills
overlooking the iakeshore. The access areas listed below are
plotted on a map in the Land Between the Lakes brochure which
can be obtained at the Golden Pond information office or ay
writing Information Office, Land Between the Lakes, Golden
Pond, Ky. 42231.
Lake Braid's!

U.S. Has Set Up 400
Grant-la-Aid Plans

W. German Farms
Drop Below Million

Lake Access Areas

Kentutfity pas

,
Nickell Branch
Twin Lakes (Nickell
Demumbers Bay
Pisgah Point
/
Kuttawa (near Davenport
Yale (Pisgah)
,
Bay)
Birmingham Ferry (picimickEddyville Ferry (near Clay
ing only>
Creek)
— -Sugar Bay
Cravens Bay
Redd Hollow (between Turkey
Taylor Bay
and Rushing Bays)
Shelley Hill (boat launch only) Blue Spring (Dry Fork — boat
Shaw Branch (boat launch
launch only)
only)
Boswell Landing (Panther
Bacon Creek
Bay)
Neville Bay
Bards Dam (on Bards Lake)

eove)

BONN—For the firsti time,
the number of farms in West
Germany with five acres or more
is below the million mark—down
to 976,300. On them live 4.58 million people, but only 1.8 million
are engaged exclusively in agriculture.

WASHINGTON-1n 1102, fewer than 50 federal grants-braid
programs existed and $11 Mae
of the $6 billion in aid was for
highways and public =distance.
Today over 400 grants-bre%
programs are administered by
20 federal agencies.

With Your Dark Green Coupon,
That Your Postman Brought You,
and $3.00 or more purchase receive

Field Trial Area Open Until April 12
Field trial clubs are invited to schedule their spring events
in the 1,000-acre field trial area in Land Between the Lakes.
-mile-long area.located between Panther Bay and Bear
The seven
Creek will remain open through April 12. Field trial clubs interested in scheduling events should contact the Wildlife Management Section, Land Between the Lakes, Golden Pond, Ky. 42231.

Jig Fishing Season
With the water level and temperature coming up in both
Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley fishermen are unlimbering
their favorite jig poles. The main lakes and major embayments
are dingy to muddy, and conditions are near ideal for jigging
night.crawlers or plastic worms around the stumps, fallen trees,
and other cover along the shoreline. Water temperature in both
lakes at 3 feet is 44 to 47 degrees.

From BLACKWELL'S D-X for
the next 6 weeks — PLUS 50 Free
Duality Stamps with any pur
chase thru March 13, 1971
REGISTER HERE!
WIN $100 CASH

Blackwell's D-X
315 Broadway and Hiway 45 So.
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

DE
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Inspected combination units approved are Farmer's Slaughterhouse,
Mayfield Rt. 2; Metzger Brothers, Paducah; Hughes Market, W. Paducah
Rt. 2; Chaney Slaughter Co., Benton,
and Bowerman's Country Sausage,
Boaz, Rt. 1.

The spirit of Jonathan Chap- nsylvania had enacted a reman, better known as Johnny clamation law.
Appleseed, lives on in central
"There won't be a damned
Pennsylvania.
thing grow, but go ahead and
plant it," the mine owner
Working from an old farm grumbled. "That's the law!"
near Philipsburg, W. G "Turk" TREES FLOURISHED
Jones has planted more than
The tree farmer admits he
35 million trees in the past also had his doubts, but he
20 years--most of them on planted 1,000 seedlings "on one
blighted land that had been of the rockiest and most forstripped for coal.
bidding" mounds of crushed
black shale. The trees thrived.
Nearly 60 species of trees
: More than 5,000 square miles
:7: of the United States have been and shrubs since have taken
ripped apart by men and ma- root, turning the barren spoil:: chines seeking coal, gold, clay, banks into forest where game
stone, sand, gravel, phosphate abounds.
Pennsylvania and other states
rock, and other resources, the
National Geographic Society where stripping now takes
place have learned much about
:: says.
what grows at old mine sites,
and
why.
STRIP MINING GROWS
Acres that look bleak often
meet increasing demands,
fincither 150,000 acres
are prove rich in nutrients ungouged and blasted open by covered by the mining. Snow
and rain, assisted by proper
::„Ildrip miners every year.
grading and occasionally by ap- :The Jagged, surrealistic plications of lime, leach acids
scape left in the wake of the from spoilbanks. Sometimes a
mining operations long was re- highly toxic segment requires
garded as worthless, ruined extra help.
Officials at Pocono Downs,
ground. Nothing, it appeared,
could grow on the tumbled a race track on the site of
earthen mounds aptly called an old strip mine near Scranton, Pennsylvania, encountered
"spoilbanks."
difficulty in beautifying their
_But spurred by public out- lifeless infield.
'cry
cry and state legislation, minWith hundreds of thoroughing companies in recent years breds in residence, the track
have been reclaiming spoil- provided its own solution. At
banks and turning them into the close of one autumn race
pioductive land.
meet, officials had the ground
i'Today, some of the Juiciest covered with a thick layer of
natural
fertilizer.
apples in the supermarket may
The following spring, Pocono
have come from a coal mine.
Everything from schools and Downs could boast one of the
$50,000 homes to golf courses lushest infields of any track
alai state parks now occupy in the Nation.
abandoned strip mines that have
been carefully contoured and
Urban-Area Aid Tops
seeded.
WASHINGTON—Of the $25 bil"A few mine operators re- lion in federal grants-in-aid
seeded old mining sites as
billion
early as the 1920's, with vary- awarded in 1970. $15.7
ing results. As the only way went to metropolitian areas.
to reach veins of coal and In 1954, urban areas got only 55
other ore lying near the sur- per cent of a much smaller
face, strip mining expanded total.
sharply following World War II.
'" Greater reclamation efforts
r. were necessary.
Flower Tab
In a recent book, THE NEW
FOREST, Mr. Jones recalls his
„first commission by a mining
:iissecutive to plant trees on a
•olibatik in 1950. after Pen-

•

Local Draft Board
May Be Shut Dovm

5

No Rate Change
Planned By TVA

Union City could lose its draft The board of directors of the
board office and the Tennessee Tennessee Valley Authority has
Selective service payroll be cut conducted its second quarterly
by 40 persons under a proposed review of the agency's power
plan to restructure the state's rates and has determined that
system of draft boards, accord- no rate adjustment will be reing to Arnold Malone, state se- quired for the
quarter beginlective service director.
ning April 1.
The plan, submitted to Selec- The board,
meeting with a
tive Service headquarters in
Washington last month for ap- committee representing local
electrical
systems which disproval, would consolidate the
state's 103 draft boards into 19 tribute TVA power, reviewed the
regional offices.
agency's prospective power revAccording to the plan, the re- enues and expenses in making
gional offices would be in Mem- its determination of rate
strucphis, Dyersburg, Jackson, tures.
Paris, Waynesboro, Clarksville,
The
review
of
the
board
deColumbia, Nashville, 'Tunahoma, Cookeville, Livingston, termines whether TVA's powChattanooga, Rockwood, er rate will be adjusted, either
Athens, LaFonette, Knoxville, upward or downward. This quarMorristown,
Kingsport
and terly review, a TVA spokesman
Johnson cttv
said, provides flexibility in
matching power revenues to
In 1970 nearly 50 million changing costs and permits both
pounds of glass in fiber form WA and its power distributors
was used to reinforce passenger to hold local electrical rates—to
tires, according to Owens-Corn- the lowest levels which costs
will permit.
ing Fiberglas.

NEW And USED
Admiral refrigerator, avocado color $169.50
New metal kitchen cabinet, avocado color 69.50

INSULATED
with
BURLTHERM
to Keep
Rooms

TU1

Cooler in Summer...
Warmer in Winter
• Self-lined
• Machine Washable
• No Ironing
• Won't Fade or Discolor
• Won't Sun-Rot
• "Hidden Asset"
Pleating

NO
SIZ

Sears electric stove, 4 years old

79.50
Magic Chef electric stove, 2 years. old _ 79.50
Brown gas stove, 3 years old
79.50
Frigidaire refrigerator, white
117.50

SAC

New 2-piece living room suite with swivel
chair,5 colors, Naugahyde, (w/t)

135.00

New 9-piece breakfast room suite,(w/t) 67.50
Westinghouse refrigerator, Avocado ____ 47.50
Gas hot water heater, 2 years old _____ 42.50
3 Bedroom suites, up from
Living room suites

49.50

up from ___ __ 24.00

$2 Million
HONOLULU—About $2 make
worth of Hawaiian flowers are
flown to the U. S. mabdand an4
rattily.

gem

for
flat
An
Am•
sboM
their
"W
the 1
city
handl
traffii
tea

100 Free
Quality Stamps

Combination units exempt from the
inspection provisions include 641 Slaughterhouse, Murray Rt. 1; Poyner Slaughter, Lynnville; Wheeler's Slaughter,
Lynnville; Gregory Slaughterhouse, Ben- ci
The area plants 4cauld iliompBanca. ton; Bolter Locker Plant, Marion; Pat- .%
with the inspection program and under its terson Slaughterhouse, Wickliffe
Rt. 1;.,
provisions include Brundige Sausage Co., Cheaters Slaughterhouse, Bardwell, and
Fulton Rt. 4, Fulton Packing Co., Fulton
Cummings Frozen Food Locker, Prince.
The state hopes its work in the pass and Partin's Country Sausage of Cun- ton.

Old Strip Mine Land Grows
Good Apples, Easterner Finds

Lit
pew
court

Exchange Furniture Company
107 Commercial

472-1533

Burltherm draperies won't crack or peel; won't fade, discolor
or sun-rot ... even
after repeated washings. Cotton and rayon damask weave in
antique gold, white,
seafoam and champagne. "Hidden Asset" pleating ...
Burlington's
technique that makes pleats stay pleated for the life of the drapery. unique sewing
OTHER SIZES AND COLORS AVAILABLE ON SPECIAL
• Avocado

• Nugget

• Antique

• Spanish Black
$34,5
a30.19
03.19
UV"

ORDER*

Cl

• White

150NE44"
1s0$4"
150,000"
'Palm allow 3 Visas far DOOM/

wit]
Pro
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Ruling On Jail-For-Fines WillHaveLittleImpactIn Kentucky

fp 400

nano
Ian text=
lid was tts
leredbp

Little immediate change appears In store for Kentucky
courts following the U.S. Supreme Court's ban on jail terms
for Weans too poor to pay
Paw.
An Informal survey by The
Associated Press Wednesday
showed state judges mixed in
their reaction to the decision.
"When the highest court in
the land takes its time to tell
city and county courts how to
handle so small a thing as a
traffic case, then it has dipped
to a low ebb," said Hopkins

imprisonment for an offense
normally punishable only by
fine violated the Constitution's
guarantee of equal protection of
the laws.
• "The only thing I know to do
Is to go on and put people in
jail who can't pay their fine and
let them take it to the Supreme
Court," Slaton said.
"Pretty soon everyone who
comes in will claim that he has
no money," the former Hopkins
County sheriff added.
Corbin Judge Lawrence Henderlight said the new ruling
"takes too much authority away

County Judge Hanson Slaton.
But Judge A. R. Imes, nova
In his 40th year on the Ashland
municipal bench said, "I've al
ways said it isn't fair for thq
poor to be penalized. If they
can't pay, it's not fair to put
them behind bars. I will abide
by the Supreme Court filing?'
The high court's unanimous
ruling came Tuesday in the
case of a Texas laborer who was
sentenced to 85 days at a prison farm because he couldn't
pay an accumulated $425 in
traffic fines. The court said

employed or could perform a
from the courts."
Whitley County Judge Jerry service for pay. He also said
he wouldn't consider indigent
Taylor added, "That interpreta- anyone who drew
Social Securtion of the law is not fair to ity.
those that will pay their fines. "I wish the
Supreme Court
I have found it not to be true had changed
the rate of 'serve
that all those that can pay will out' pay," said Christian
CounPay."
ty Atty. J. Thomas Soyars.
Several Judges expressed con"The present $2-a-day is precern over how they would deter- posterous," he said.
"If it could
mine if a person is really too have been set at SIO-a-day
or
poor to pay a fine.
keyed in line with minimum
Paducah Judge Kenneth Burk- wage scales :1 would have been
hart said he didn't think an in- a more reasonable figure."
dividual could be declared IndiTwo dollars appears to be the
gent if he owned property, was average daily amount credited

WE REDEEM FOOD STAMPS
You Always Save More
When You Shop At LIBERTY
The Prices In This Ad Good From W edaesday

'Ste 3
C
e'Ct"$e 'L.
It& A130

SAO A.It Till 8 PM Tuesday

Tuesday's decision did not rule
out Imprisonment of defendants
who have the means but refuse
to pay fines.
Justice William J. Brennan
Jr. recommended that more
states allow fines to be collected on an installment basis, a
policy already used in several
Kentucky localities.
"Most people can pay the fine
If they are given time," said
Palmer. "We usually can give
the individual the time he needs
to get the money."
Judge Benjamin Shobe of the
Louisville Police Court's misdemeanor division said he often
grants several extensions rath-

against fines by most courts.
Some prisoners are allowed to
work in other city or county
departments during their stays
In Jail but in many areas little
work is available for inmates.
McCracken County Judge Andrew Palmer said he felt the
matter would be taken up by
the next General Assembly because of the number of statutes
that provide only a fine for punishment.
"I think the Legislature will
have to. . .add a Jail sentence
(in such statutes) as an alternate penalty," he said.

Page 5

er than sentencing a man to
jail.
Murray Judge Don Overbey
said he drops charges against
persons who can't afford to pay
fines and Judge Imes said he
would follow a similar course.
"There's no chance of using
an installment method of paying
fines because of the bookkeeping involved," he added.
Asked what he would do if the
new ruling led to an increase in
lawbreaking around Ashland,
Imes replied, "I don't know, 1
can't figure that far ahead!'

South Fallon
Tout- ,
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HUNT'S 303 SIZE CANS
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PORK CUTLETS

BREAST
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WHOLE LEGS
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THIGHS
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LEGS
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WINGS
Lb. 23c
BACKS and NECKS
__ Lb. 15c
Fresh
Fresh
LIVER
Lb. 89c
GIZZARDS __ Lb. 3111c
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MISS LIBERTY

FLAVORS
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FOR

LOAVES

EA.

12 x 25 SIZE DIAMOND
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FOR $

BOX

HUNT'S
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CHIEF CHUM
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GOLDEN RIPE

LB.
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ANAS
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FANCY FULL OF JUICE

$1

BAG

COUPON

COUPON

Lb. 49c I

COFFEE

Limit "1"

with $5.00 order excluding Milk and Tobacco

Products.

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 10 OZ.JAR OF
INSTANT

****************
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AT Liberty Supermarket
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helping
them," the speaker
said,
He said many people believe
they need certain chemicals In
their bodies, such as drugs or
to
alcohol, In order for them
adapt to today's living.
"Many people think thealcoa
"Obion Countians
who think italic is a person who is
there is no drug problem here knee-walking, stumbling,bombsimply have their heads buried ling drunk. We prefer to say
In the sand,"
Harold Mont- that a person who cannot effecgomery, a counselor with the tively control his intake of alcoJackson
Area
Council Alco- hol, after he has begun, is an
holism and Drug Dependency told alcoholic. This is the person who
Rotarians
cannot take one or two drinks
drinking after
and control his
Mr.
Montgomery said that that point.
many people in smaller cornwe
"As a test, sometimes
munities
prefer to think that ask a person to limit himself to
all of the drug addicts
a
one or two drinks
and either
alcoholics live on skid row in night for a two or three-month
some far away city,
period. If he can do this he is
not an alcoholic," Mr. Mont"I am amazed to find that gomery said. He went on to say
many people feel there is no if this person finds
himself
serious problem here in West drinking
a little more each
Tennessee. On the basis
of night he may well be an alcowhat
we have seen, 1 can tell Mtlic.
you the problem does exist,"
'Phe speaker said alcoholics
Mr. Montgomery said.
are not always easy to spot.
said
some are the finest
He went on to say that he had HP
people in
and most sensitive
no statistics
on
Obion
our communities who have alCounty alone, but added thathis
something to get hold of
group had found a child as young lowed
their lives. Many, he said, are
as 12 addicted to heroin.
good, hard workers.
"Many drugs are passed from
one young person to another
Concerning the services of
without anyone making a profit. the Jackson Area Council
on
They just want others to ex- Alcoholism
and Drug Depenperience
the effects of these dency, he
said
representadrugs and they think they are tives of
the council are
in

The tractor pull, which proved

to be one of the most popular
events at the Obion County Fair
last year, will be staged once
again this fall and indications
are that a few ineal farmers
already are "souping" up their
machines in preparation.
Pulls
will be held on both
Thursday
and Friday nights.
Another popular event has
been the horse show and this
year shows will be held on both
Monday and Tuesday nights of the
lair which will run from Aug.
30 through Sept. 4.
The Monday night horse show
will Include both walking and
western horses and ponies, with
a number of classes for each
group.
- Then on Tuesday the real fun
begins as a western style horse
•*ow is staged featuring a number of games which are popular
with
western
riding. These
games will include barrel racing
and something called the chicken
. race.
According
to
one rider,
the chicken race usuallybrings
a lot of laughs as riders try
pick up live chickens ana
to
race with them — especially when
that most horses
considers
• one
are a little skittish of chickens, anyway.
Fair director Billy Corum of
Troy will have charge of these
two horse shows.
its
Tractor pulling made
appearance on the local scene last
season and since that time several things have taken place.
First of all, several Obion
County farmers have built thetaselves a tractor-pulling sled and
already have staged one Pull in
another state. The group, which
will put on the pulls at the fair,
is expected to sponsor one prior
to fair time also.

;German Share 27%

Now thru Saturday
METRO.
GOLDWYN MAYER
Presents
A BURT KENNEDY
PRODUCTION

Starr mg

Till"

MURRAY, Ky. — A record Wallace, Edwin L. Walston,
number of 1,003 full-time stu- Carol J. Watts, Donald G. Wells,
dents at Murray State Univer- Susan A. WIldt, Melissa R. Wilsity have been listed on the kins, Jacquelin Willett, James L.
Dean's List for the fall semes- Williams, Alan K. Wilson, Sandra F. Wilson, Martha A. Wyatt,
ter.
Registrar Wilson Gantt said Faye It. Yopp.
the new high surpasses the previous mark of 995 honor students
for the spring semester of last Protein, Thiamin,
year.
Beans
A total of 149 full-time stu- Riboflavin In
dents made a perfect scholastic
standing of 4.0 during the fall
CHICAGO — A cup of dried
term. To be named to the Dean's beans provides a man 72 to 35
List at Murray State a student years old with 23 per cent of his
must make at least a 3.3 grade minimum daily recommended
point average.
amount of protein and 46 per
Enrollment for the fall se- cent of iron, 9 per cent of thin
mester at Murray State vas sobs and 6 per cent of riboflavin.

- DIRECT FROM ITS
LONG—RUN
ROADSHOW
ENGAGEMENTS!

Why worry and stew
when BLOCK will do
your tax at such o
small coal Get your
tax in NOWI See
your nenrest BLOCK
office TODAY!

BEST ACTRESS
BARBRA STREISAND
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GUARANTEE
We guarantee accurate preparation of-every toy return
If we make any errors shot cost you any penalty or
interest, we will pay the penalty or interest,

111,11

C

CO.

America's largest Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
ACROSS FROM The, uLTON LIBRARY

113 Washinerton Avenue Fulton, Ky.
Open 9: AM to 6:PM Weekdays
9 AM to 5'PM Saturday
Phone 472-3577
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RIYADH, Saudi Arabia — The
number of educational institutions in Saudi Arabia increased
from 704 to 1,923 in the 1960s.
The number of students rose
from 11,507 to 421,097.

Ilk

SILK 'N SATIN HAND

with your

April 15 is closing in!

1ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

Fresh Caudiki Flats
Hush Ps/ivies, Show
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

5 to 12 p. m.
$1.25 A
Children 75c

Student Total Soars
In Saudi Arabia

tg

$1.66

INCOME TAX
::' c•-,-'

FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!

,)

REG., OILY, DRY HAIR

DON'T
CLOWN
AROUND

Sunday thru Tuesday

,.\\..

It provides
educational programs for school,
church,
civic and youth groups.
It provides
educational programs for school,
church,
civic and youth groups.
It provides information
on
alcoholism and drug dependency
and promotes
educational programs
in the public schools.
'All requests are held
In
strict confidence," Mr. Montgomery said.
The speaker was introduced
by a longtime friend, the Rev.
Joe Piercey, pastor of the Pleasant Valley United
Methodist
Church,

r61VIP:
iiiCVI
r*

14 OZ

RGE KENNEDY

11/1 Mil ,,,.,
.......,

problems, if necessary.

BEAUTY
AID

Television Production
Planned At University

ANAVISION*METROCOLOR

V
swims

with alcofatally- pt pet-state
hol or drug prOblems.
It
provides referral service to hospitals or other agencies for persons with
such

Installed at a federal research
laboratory in Georgia. Research
with this instrument may tarn
Irradiation to the control of inATLANTA — The world's first sects In packaged foods.
Irradiator for pest control In
Shop Our Advertisers
frenflowing bulk grain has been

Grain Irradiated
For Pest Control

AND

TO BE GUEST HOSTESS — Miss America 1970, Pamela
Anne Eldred, will be the guest hostess for the Miss Weakley
County Beauty Pageant, a spokesman for the Dresden Jaycees announced today. The pageant will be held May 1 at the
Dresden School Auditorium. Miss Eldred has been on a 24-day
tour in Vietnam, has appeared on the Tonight Show and madd
many appearances nation wide.

1,003 On Dean's List
At Murray University

472-1651

tal.
This agency provides counseling
tor persons or the
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HEALTHc

BONN — Of the 16.2 billion-a:year Western tool trade, West
permany has a 27.3 per cent MURRAY, Ky.—"Color from "I have been in many televi_share. The United States has the word go" is the way Thomas sion studios on campuses around
:17.6 per cent and Sweden 13.7
country," he observed, "but
0. Morgan, director of radio the
per cent.
never one with the advantages
and television at Murray State we will have at the university."
University, describes plans for He called the curriculum extelevision production beginning pansion to color production in
television "another long step
on the campus next fall.
He explained that television ahead in our determination to
FRI. SAT. SUN.,
operation at the university will offer students at Murray State
MAR. 12-13-14
begin with color equipment in- the best in overall mass comstead of the usual procedure of munications education."
converting from black-and-white When in full operation, the
television service will make it
to color production.
To be located in the new land possible to video tape any camultra-modern addition to the pus event and preserve the recPrice Doyle Fine Arts Building, ord for a color broadcats at a
the studios will be lighted with later date.
quartz (special lighting for Offering to students in the excolor) lights and furnished with pended television curriculum
color coordinated drapes for the nen fall will range from cambest posikiNdtir image. ,
IgP p*eflP6* boiir0 operation
Morgan said the new color to programming. Courses also
facilities will give Murray State will be added to study the af— — PLUS —
one of the best physical set-ups fects on society of Mass COBS
munications media.
in the country.

if he
hollers,
let him

Union City each
second and
fourth Thursday of the mouth at
the OfinAlar gltt, ,Center • at
Obi* county General Hospi-

Drug Problem
'Exists Here'

Tractor Pull
Is Fair Event

2F0R77'

MORI

Page 6
reseerch
. Research
may turn
itrol of *is.
Mrs

Edwards-Hazelwood
Engagement Announced

FULTON, Ky. - Miss Susan
Burrow is today announcing
completed plans for her marriage to Donald Roger Parr.
The First Baptist Church of
Fulton will be the scene of the
double-ring ceremony, with the
Rev. James W. Best officiating
at 4 p.m. Sunday, March 14.
Miss Burrow is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John Thurman
Burrow. The prospective bridegroom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carlos Dew Parr of Union

CLINTON, Ky., March 5-Mr.
and Mrs. William Henry Edwards are today announcing the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Julia Kathryn, to David Wall
HazIewood, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James HazIewood of Fulton.
Miss Edwards is the granddaughter of Mrs. George Feist
Sr. of Paducah, and the late Mr.
Feist, and Mrs. Sam Edwards
Of Fulton, and the late Mr. Edwards.
Mr. Hadewood is the grandson
of Air, and Mrs. Vernon Wall of
Fulton, and Mr. and Mrs. Homer
HazIewood of Martin.

MAGGIE COCHRAN

Miss Cochran
To Present
Charm Schools

Miss Edwards is a 1987 graduate of Hickman County High
School. She attended Union UniKATHY EDWARDS

Maggie Cochran. staff home
economist with an appliance
company headquartered in Newton, Iowa, will present a fashion
show at the Purchase Area
Charm Schools. Thursday,
So MUCH. . .
March 11, in Paducah at the Asfor so LITTLE... Mr. Hazlewood is a graduate sembly
Room of the RECC
***snow**
of Fultca High School in the Building, 2900 South Beltline
class of 1987. He is a senior at Highway, and Saturday. March
(hay 5C per word Murray
State University major- 13, in Mayfield, at the First
to reach
ing in industrial education. His United Methodist Church from
fraternity is Lambda Chi Alpha. 9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Notice that
6,500 Homes 1
A June 5 wedding is being
the Paducah Charm School's loplanned.
cation has changed from the McSOMETHING TO SILL
Cracken County Courthouse to
the RECC Building.
OR
Miss Cochran has appeared on
A SERVICE TO OFFER,
programs throughout the counIf you knocked on 111 deers in
try with utility companies, exthe Fulton trade area every
tension service home economists
day, seven days a week for Rte
and educational institutions.
next year, you would visit the
Born in Arkansas City, Kan.,
same number of homes as road
There were 1,266 persons
schools there, and
this moil every issue.
in Obion County on the U.S. she attended
Department of Agriculture's received a BS degree in home
POODLE PAMPER PAR- Food Stamp program in Decem- economics, with a major in
LOR. we board and groom. ber, in comparison to 557 a clothing retailing from Kansas
year earlier, according to a State University, Manhattan.
Ann Covington, 479-2229.
report from the department's Miss Cochran is a member of
Food
and Nutrition Service
the American Home Economics
Income tax returns prepared; in Atlanta, Ga.
years experience. 207 Third,
The increase, reflected in Association and Chi Omega
472-4547. John W. Bostkk.
every Tennessee county which social sorority.
participates in the Food Stamp
Miss Cochran's fashion show
WENT Iliseekhairs, crutches program, can be attributed to will include the latest and newsad ether coavalescent aids at the efforts of concerned com- est in fabric development as it
crrv SUPER DRUG 406 Lake munity leaders to see that all relates to wardrobe care. This
eligible needy persons were
Fulton, K'
1112.
given assistance, said Russell fashion show is different in that
FOR SALE: Limited quantity H. James, southeast regional not all garments modeled will
MXL 57-F2 100% normal cyto- director of the USDA service. look as they really should. How
In Tennessee, the number of to get good results will be conplasm seed corn. Medium flat
persons receiving either Food trasted with some of the .fretrade. $24.95 per 56 L. bag. Stamps or who were
on the quent laundering practices that
autact Jack Austin, Cayce,
Commodity Distribution
pro- create bad results. She will
Kentucky. Phone 838-6280.
gram more than doubled for show how modern fibers, fab,the year, Mr. James revealed.
'A total of 351,101 persons re- rics and laundry equipment
eepottassisttnce, an increase cotoplement each other and cono
,183 over the 155,015-121110ft to the err of effortless
who were given aid a year elegance.
WI& Nan Tins ago.
The Charm School is planned
The increase, it was noted, and presented as a cooperative
,
was in the Food Stamp pro.
gram where 325,701 low-in- effort of the Purchase area
come persons were issued clothing leaders of the Coopera$7.9 million in food coupons. tive Extension Homemakers
Of this amount, $5.3 million Clubs and the University of Kenwas in free bonus stamps. tacky Cooperative Extension
This was up 198,255 from Service Home Economists coi....igy lli All
the 127,446 on the stamp pro.
ordinated by Cat herine C.
gram In December 1969.
It was also pointed out Thompson and Mrs. Dean RopWheiels Balanced
that the $7;947,281 In food er, home economists sperteliz/damps issued to Tennessee ing in clothing and textiles for
participants
was the largest the University of Kentucky.
amount issued in any state in
The program is open to the
the Southeast. Nearest to Ten.
registration fee of 81
nessee was Mississippi with public. A
for adults and 50 cents for stue7,275,421.
At the same time it was dents will be charged.
revealed that the number of
W.State Line
needy people being assisted by
Masa - 11". 479-51141 the Commodity Distribution
program dropped from 27,572 to
24,400 a decline of 3,172. This
was attributed to the fact that
a number of counties changed
trom the family good disttibu-,
MOBILO HOME SALES
tion program to Food stamps,
The food assistance proFULTON, Ky., March 4-The
grams are administered In Tennessee by the State Department annual agriculture and home
of Public welfare in coopera- economics awards banquet was
tion with the U.S. Food and held Monday evening.
Nutrition Service.
The banquet is sponsored by
the Citizens Bank of Hickman,
SCHOOLS
Fulton Bank and City National
Federal funds for the Ken- Bank or Fulton, honoring
et*
tucky school lunch program for dam, and adults who have
the 1970-71 school year are
distinction for theli
Open 7 Days A Week more than double last year's achieved
accomplishments in 4-11, FFA,
$8.5 million. . Henry Pogue
- Bank Rata Flemming
Jr.. of Fort Thom
Jr.,
•
118, a 1111301- FHA, soil aestivation, and reof the State Board of Edu- lated subJecfc
cation, asked the State EduceThe banquet was held at HonMOBILE HOME SALES
tion Department to have mem- day Inn in Fulton, with Fiber,
2617 lisst Realleat Avow* hers of its staff develop sug- Burcham Jr., president of Chi
UNION CITY,TENNESSEE gestions for improving the liens Bank, presiding. William
reading ability of Kentucky Scott of the Fulton Bank gave
Phan. UMW
pupilsthe invocation. The opening
ceremony was presented by the
Fulton County FFA Chapter.
Ribbons, certificates, Plaques,
loving-Ms, and in some came,
checks, were presented to those
who had earned them during the
year in a wide range ef activities including horticulture, stock
pidgins, sewing, and cooking. A
new categoty this year was in
the field of horsemanship.
Among adults honored Monday night were G. C. Barnett
and T. H. Allen, who were
named Master Conservationists.
Each received a plaque and
yard marker.
Randy Adams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Adams, was presented a loving cup as the outstanding senior hi agriculture
and Min Carol Cardwell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cardwell, HiclOpan Rt. 4, was named
outstanding Fulton County 4-H
Club member. Doug Goodman,
son of Mr. and Mrs. IMO GODS
man, was awarded a plaque as
Star Farman*.

CLASSIFIED ADS

versity of Jackson, Tenn., and is
presently attending Murray
State University where she is a
senior majoring In elementary
education.

Food Stamp
Plan Grows

ANTE-III.
om

4
.'
.' ,

I.,'

City'rire Co.
tot

Ohl:shirr Parr

-Better Homes
Better Prices
-Better Service

Makahirc Part

ATTENTION
FARMERS - RANCHERS

PRODUCTION SALE

Registered Polled Herefords

64 LOTS
15 Bulls- 27 Bred Heifers
10 Open Heifers - 12 Cows & Calves
Wednesday, March 17, 1971
11:00 a. m. C.S.T

E. B. GEE, JR. FARMS
EAST PRAIRIE, MISSOURI
Farm Located - 7 miles South of
East Prairie on State Route

Susan Burrow
Honored With
Bridal Tea

Miss Burrow, Mr. Parr To
Wed In Church Ceremony
and Miss Kellye Parr of Hattiesburg, Miss., will be flower girl.
They are both nieces of the
prospective groom.
Mr. Parr has selected Calvin
Speed of Union City as best
man. Robert Burrow, brother of
the bride-elect, and Robert Max
Parr of Hattiesburg, Miss., and
Thomas Parr of Troy, brothers
of the groom-to-be will serve
as ostlers.
Groomsmen will be David
Parr, nephew of the groomelect, of Nashville, and ringbearer will be Rodney Allen
Swan, cousin of the bride-elect,
of Memphis.
The parents of the bride-elect
will be hosts at a reception is
Fellowship Hall following the
wedding. Friends are invited.

Presenting a program of nuptial music will be Mrs. Barry
Adams, organist, and Mrs. Nelson A. Tripp, vocalist.
Attending Miss Burrow as
maid of honor will be Miss Nancy Webb of Memphis, and serving as bridesmaids will be Mrs.
La Paz 11,900
Rodney Swan, cousin of the
Feet
High
bride, of Memphis, Mrs. David
LA PAZ, Bolivia-La Paz, the
Gillespie of Columbus, Ga., and
Miss Diane Moore of Memphis. world's highest capital, sprawls
across t h e slopes of a river
Miss Jackie Whaley of Union
gouged canyon 11,900 feet above
City will be junior bridesmaid,
sea level

FULTON, Ky.,
-A
bridal tea, honoring Miss Susan
Burrow, bride-elect of Donnie
Parr, was given by Mesdames
Johnny Holland, Charles Cannon
and Paul Blaylock.
The party was held in the
First Baptist Church parlor and
88 guests called between the
hours of 2 and 4 p.m.
The bride-elect received the
guests, wearing a blue doubleknit princess dress, accented
with sequins and beaded pearls.
The table was centered with a
flower arrangement of pink pompons in a silver bowl, flanked
with silver candelabra containing pink candles. The cloth was
Irish linen edged in deep ecru
lace.
The color scheme of pink was
carried out throughout the parlor.
Serving the punch was Nancy
Jones of unm. Serving at the
register was Mrs. Bobby Bynum.
Guiding the guests into the
church were Robert Burrow and
Bill Gray.
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Civil War
Rifles English

Japanese Eating
Less Starchy Food
TOKYO-Since the mid-1900s,
per capita food consumption in
Japan has increased about 10
per cent in terms of calories.
During that period the use of
starchy foods has dropped GIL
instead of providing threefourths of the per capita calories, they now supply less than
40 per cent.

BIRMINGHAM, England Craftsmen of Birmingham produced 730,000 rifles for use ic
the U.S. Civil War. They wets
made in their homes or in small
gun shops.
A survey of high school leaders in the U.S. showed that IO
per cent of these juniors and
seniors use marijuana.

COMPLETE AUCTION SERVICE
We are experienced in all types of auction
sales. Before booking your sale, call us. We
can save you money on your sale.

Felix Davis, Auctioneer
Phone 479-1848, South Fulton, Tenn.
Licensed and bonded in Ky.& Tenn.

FREEZERS 'F?otri.7 $199.001
ade's Tremendousi CHEST
-General Electric 13.5 Cubic Foot _
•
APPLIANCE SALE• -General Electric 14 Cubic Foot _ _ _ _
$219.001
One of a kind - Discontinued
4 Models.Scratches and Dents
- 17.5 Cubic Foot Frostless
$249.00 i
SAVE-SAVE-SAVE -15.3 Cubic Foot Duplex
$259.00.1
-17 Cubic Foot Duplex
ENTERPRISE
$349.001
Wringer Washers -21.6 Cubic Foot Duplex
$389.001
$77.00
MAGIC
RANGES
CHEF
$87.00 $97.00 YOUR CHOICE 30" or 36" le Gas Or Electric I
-Deluxe Terrace Tops
-Glass Door Ovens
SPEED QUEEN Clock and Timers
ONLY _ _ _ _-$174,95-1
2 -SPEED - 2 - CYCLE
j
AUTOMATIC WASHER
MAGIC CHEF DISHWASHERS:iA
6 - WASH CYCLE
BUILT-IN .$199.00
$199.00
Matching 3 - Heat Dryer $149.00 4 - WASH CYCLE PORTABLE _ $209.00t
FULL TIME SERVICE MAN wessctiZtsyluw;,,fan i
Area Banks
iCOOLERATOR ROOM General Electric Color TV
Sponsor. Annual
Awards Banquet
AIR CONDITIONERS -12 - Inch Portable T.V.
$199.00
-14,000 BTU $209.00 -23 - Inch Console T. V.
$449.00 3
-17,000 BTU $245.00 -Hitachi 12- Inch Portable T. V.
$84.00 4
-20,000 BTU
$269.00 -Hitachi 16- Inch Portable T. V. $99.00
_

Automatic Defrost Refrigerator, 2-Door

$199•001

Frostless Refrigerator, 2-Door

2 - Door Refrigerator, 2 - Door

Refrigerator With Ice Maker, Frostless
Refrigerator with Ice Maker, Frostless
Refrigerator with Ice Maker, Froetless

-Thermostat Control-3 Speed Fan
-Fresh Air Vents-Permanent Filter

-General Electric 21 - Inch
Portable T. V.

•

1BRIGGS St STRATTON -General Electric 23- Inch
$199.00
31A HOgE440
91;MOWER
GENERAL ELECTRIC MAPq CONSOLE STEREO
Am - Fm Radio
-5 Years Crankshaft Warranty
$139.00 4
I,
Free Delivery
75,000 BTU GAS HEATER
3
-Radiant
2
Credit Terms Available
119.95
Payments To Fit Your Budget
Blower
- With
Front
UNION CITY
_Thermostat $139.95
1,650 WATT ELECTRIC HEATER
I
Console T. V.

Front

-Thermostat

Radiant

Phone 885-2732

n
ranerm
For
olat Heat $15.00
Forced

'Trod. With Wad. end Save"

cat
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rdoiam soNirsti
U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

FRYERS

CUT UP
33C LB.

lb. 26c

7 LEGS & THIGHS __
j BREAST

Lb. 69c

49c

12-oz. Pkg.
(Whole or Half Stick)

BOLOGNA

Lb. 39c

PORK CHOPS

Lb. 35c

COUNTRY

PORK QUARTER

_ Lb. 59c

LOIN SLICED

Plus

MARKET
MADE

Quality

STYLE

Lb. 69c

1

FOR

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

SCOT PAPER BIG ROLLS

TOWELS

FOR.$
1

Fol

28 oz.
28 oz.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Plus
Quality
Stamps

lb.

MARBEL STICK

OLEO 5
*BISCUITS 4
MARGARINE
TOMATOES 5

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

1

BALLARD SWEETMILK OR BUTTERMILK

CANS

KRAFT 6 STICK MIRACLE

LB.

WONDER

• leasal

UAR

39t
39t

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

CANS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

MR. G- FROZEN FRENCH FRIED

79c
-SPECIALN
CHINA
VIENNA SAUSAGE 421
c17.1Tisrampv
PEACHES 3 cANsi
poTAToEs

Suit.ew set today and seen you'll haves
templets service This schedule will run
3 Uses In the next 15 weeks.

ank
t

49c sr.=
DESSERT DISH ", 49
(sr,t,:z.„,
VIM swis
COFFEE COP silli 49c ST IIITTTaa.

weak

SAUCER

Ali

49( 1:::::.

Ma
WiliK

aisel
PtUrs'

shit

49c $r.tzt

The MoveItTi:111
.
=::::lat
uret
ItazisP•sie/Am

srANILEss

Seve ow unitising Classic stainless complete's, tee. A new
mobs,will be Introduced each week at special prices!

$1.29 8r:,..,r,...
$1.29
$1.29
$1.29 sr,tcsrat.
1.29 sAr.

„MK

4 SALAD FORKS Alb

'vat

4 SOUP SPOONS 11410

wirsak

4 ICE TEASPOONS :410
4 14AE:UIT .1$rtcgi
$30

wax

3ret.T
n s.
..4
n 12
10
.
4•
Ec:413
:$11.29

75e

CELERY
STALK

*****
*
*
*

Your No. 2 Quality Stamp
Coupons Are Good This
Week For 300 Free
Quality Stamps

190

Plus
Quality
Stamps

HALVES OR SLICES

HUNT'S

4 TEASPOONS

Ast

.r.I:.

wow

lr

A
.

GRAVY LADLE.

oaeatodi
abespepss.

29 °z

$1.49:Mr.

ER

494

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

CARNATION

HOT COCOA MIX

1-oz.

U.S. NO. I YELLOW

ONIONS
3 lb.
Quality
bag 29e
SWEET

Potatoes
Plus

uality
StQ amps

JAMES SONS

"MAXI-SAVINGS"

SUPERMARNET
LIMIT QUANTITIES

weer wcwwwwwwwwievrtselwwW1111111111111110111111
.`
,

Sc
HEINZ VALUABLE COUPON

100
EXTRA
STAMPS

Plus

LB. 15C

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO

C ANS

AIR

41thot
4r
.
4
1
. ti.
gb,

PLUS
QUALITYSTAMPS

Si

DOG FOOD

1W.

\‘) kst

PLUS
QUAL/TY
STAMPS

DINNER PLATE sill

MIDGET LONGHORN CHEESE
Lb. 95c
1*****************
GOLDEN RIPE
SAYE 20C WHEN You BUY A
BANANAS
1B. CAN of
Plus
FOLGERS COFFEE
LB. 10 C Quality
Stamps
SPECIAL PRICE
Fulgers
MTV TMS Coupehi
NICE FLORIDA

5 oz

4th. WEEK

,a,

I. ifIi,

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.
BAG

"CLASSIC" TAANDLLICENT

4th. WEEK

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

I

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

CHIPS 294

en
iN
D
W

AND
$5.00-PURCHASE EXCLUDING
MILKADDIT
AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS
f****************************

Anc
e
4as

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Plus

10 1/2 oz. BAG

C

...CLEARFIELD CHEDDA.R

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Whole or
Half Slab

Stamps

ASSORTED MIXES
10c
************************ **
**WITH THIS COUPON*
*
r?m
'rGODC
HAUX
QUALITY
PURE CANE
§
1 14- *

STEELE'S 303 SIZE CAN

WITHOUT COUPON

Plus
Quality

HORMEL

LBS.

95ç

SLAB BACON

99c
lb. 39c
poTAT0 cHips 494

LB. BAG
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

REELFOOT

SIRLOIN STEAK

PY 0 - MY

EASY MONDAY PINK LOTION 32 oz. 130TT.i.,rt:

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY OF
2 MRS. WEAVERS SALADS.

U.S. CHOICE

lb.39c

Plus Quality
Stamps

QUALITY STAMPS

Lb. 79c

RIBS

PORK SAUSAGE

Stamps

Lb. 79c

CHOPS

35

50 FREE

Lb. 55c

PORK CHOPS

PURE

lb. 69c
-DETERGENT 3

lb.

BREAKFAST

CHICKENS

PORK CUTLETS

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LOIN CUT

ROASTING

LEAN BONELESS

COCA COLA
Dr. PEPPER

lb.

69c

PORK PICNICS

END CUT

LAKE BRAND

Lb. 49c
Lb. 10c

NECKS

Plus
Quality
Stamps

ARMOUR STAR

FRANKS

- Lb. 19c
_ Lb. 59c
Lb. 23c
Lb. 49c

JINGS
GIZZARDS
THIGHS

5 99c

FRESH

PORK CHOPS

BACON END PIECES

WHOLE

Plus
Quality
Stamps
Lb. 39
(

BACKS
LEGS _

CENTER CUT

FROSTY MORN

'44

111
P-iC
HEINZ

*

with Thepurchase of

2 JARS OF HEINZ MEAT
OR HIGH MEAT DINNER
AT E.W. JAMES & SONS
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 17 1971
(Limit One Coupon

Family) Good Only With This
Coupon. Void Where Per
Prohibited,
Taxed or Restricted by
Law.

4**************************
E. W. James and Sons are
Closed All Day On Sunday
Shop early for you save twice
low prices plus quality stamps

